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The 1947 Interindu~ Rela ti.ODS Stllc\Y
The Stu~ ot Interindust17 Relations for 1947 18 a
comprehensive analysis of the transaction• relatiouhipa amoJli
the .separate industries of t.be tJnited States in th&t Y•'ll"• For
purposes ot this study, the United states e c ~ was subdivided into about 500 aeparate sectors or activities, the majority
ot which correspond with con-ntntional 1nmat.rr clusificationa.
A detailed statistical analyaia wu carried out for each sector
of the purchaaea troa and salea to all eec~re 1n 1947, and the
reaulta were reconciled w1 thin a general rranol'k of national
production and consumption data.
I

Thie atu<b" us •de u a part or a continuiDg interagenq progra directed priaar~ toward the imprcmnaent. ot 111cbat.rial mobilisation analyeia. It wu financed jo1ntq b,y the
United States Air Force, the· Rational Security Reaource• Board,
and the United States DepartMnt of Labor.The stu<b" was· carried
on tor NYeral yeara by the Dinl!d.on of InterindQatr,y EcoDOaica
ot \be Bure• of Labor Statistics, u. s. Depart•nt ot Labor,
und4r the general direction ot W. Duana EYane, Chiet ot the DiTiaion, and Marvin Hottenberg, .uaistant Chief. 3ack Al terun,
Sidney .l. Jatte, Philip •· Rita, and (tor a shorter period) Saa
H. Scharr were reepouible tor aajor parts ot the study'. Importaat contributions were made b7 ~ IISllbera ot the etatt.
The funds uaigned to title project were intended to
pron.de information needed tor industrial aobilisation applicatiom. HoweTer,because '\ihe methodology and result• ot the stucvare ot wider interest, the Bureau ot Labor Statistics ie und•~
t.ak:1ng with limited reeourcea 80119 docuaentatipn ot the atuc\J
tor general use.

The plans for- publica\ion include general atateaenta
on concepts and procedures applicable to the entire stuey;•thodological reports referring to major econoaic areas, such••
aanutacturing, ■1o1ng,and agricultureJ and detailed reports tor
epecitic aectora or induatriea giTing the basic a-tatiat.ical
tindinga of the stuc\r.

The accoap&u7ing report provides a general explanation or the 2)0-aectar 1nterindl18t1"J' tables, pu.bllahed in Oct.ober 1952. Inao.far as the basic concepts and proc•~•s eaployed
in the 1947 Interindustr,r uelationa stu(\r attect. the unde~
~tand1ng ot these tables, they- too are de~bed. These -uplanationa are equal:cy- applicable to the aethodologr and procedures which wre toll.owed in doCUll8nting tbe detailed induetry
atudies(i.a., on a 450 to 500-eector basia)troa llbich tba ax>1ector table• were developed.
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GENERAL EXPIANATIOllS O.F THE 200-SECTOR 'n\BIES
The

1947

!/

Interindustry ~elations study

Introduction
Basic raw •terial output, intermediate production, distribution,
and ulti.ate consUllption throughout the national economy are linked. together
in a naze of interdependences. Many industries operate largely- or enn pri•ril;y to supply goods and services needed by other induatriea, whose products in turn m.y pa.es through -.~ stage• before e•rgi.Dg troa the proceH 1ng s,-atem as a finished product in thfl band.a ot an ultilate cona\Dllr. '!'be
production ot synthetic rubber, tor emaple, ia detenaiaed. largel7 by- the
volUJ11e ot tires aDd other :l.aportant rubber-using iteaa being produced. The
nuaber of tires required is to a great extent cletenai.Md by- the nuaber ot
tire-using vehicles in production. Going further, the maer of auch fthiclea
produced is related directly to the dUl&Dd tor the• by 1Dd.1Tiduala, 1'•1neas
concerns, govel'mleats, foreign buyers, etc. One •Y' go further in the other
direction by considering the 1ndustrial chemicals purchased by- the aynthetic
rubber plant, the grains used by the industrial che•ical plant, and the different items the farmer uses to raise his grain crops, among them trucks and
farm vehicles using rubber tires.
Such examples illustrate the relationship, that together f'ol'll an
immense and intricate structural network linking the output ·in any- one industry with the output of all other industries. Insofar as these relations
grow out of technological ties or settled cust~. they my be expected to
remain relatively stable and to provide some basis for anticipating the effects of a major change in production requirements in one segment of the
national economy upon all other segments.
It can be presumed, therefore, that the production levels of all
industries in the processing system vill be affected by a change in the demands of households ,. government, foreign countries, or investors for the
product of a particular sector. However, the large number of sectors and
the complexity of their interrelationships in a highly developed econoay
such as that of the United States make it almost impossible to trace quantitatively the direct and indirect im:,;a.ct of any change in a single autonomous
(or final demand) sector or in the c011.plete set without some consistent,
systematic form of organization and measure. The interindustry relations
approach brings the mass of structural interconnections into a form.land
consistent framework within which the complete imp,.ct upon each industrial
sector may be computed systematically.
1/ Pre:,;a.red in me Bureau's Division of Interindustry Economics by
Philip M. Ritz and Gabriel o. Rudney. Some of the material included has
been adapted from other published material prepared in the Division.
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The three enclosed tables sumiarize the tindings of the Bureau

ot labor Statistics' Interindustry Relations Study for the year 1947. g/
They reflect ditterent aspects ot the transactions relations for that

year among approxiJEtel.y 200 industrial sectors of the continental United
States. Table I - Interindustry Flow of Goods and Services by Industry
ot Origin and Destination--is a so-called "transactionsr table, which records the distribution ot the total supply {both domestic and foreign) of'
the products and services aBSociated Yi.th each sector. In recording this
distribution ot output--along the rows--the table autODatically provides
a distribution--in the columns--of the purchases by each sector :trom other
sectors. 1he transactions de.ta are converted, af'ter a fev adjustments to
a liaited nwnber ot sectors, into a table of' input coef'ficienta, table
II - Direct Purchases Per Million Dollars of Output. This table portrays
the "processing" sectors of the 194-7 aeon~ in terms of their direct
unit requirements from each other. Table III - Direct and Indirect Requirements Per Million Dollars of Final Demand--is the most abstract of
the tables. It is derived from table II by mathematical techniques 'Ji
and describes more ccapl.etel.y the -internal demand structure of' the eco~ by- lillking production in each of the "processing" sectors with endproduct deliveries of' each to sectors outside the processing system, i.e.,
to f'inal d ~ sectors.
The three tables and their relationship with each other are
discussed below. Fart A of the technical appendix :toll.owing provides
a brief expl.a:aation of' the theoretical framework of the interindustry
relations system. Fart B provides a discussion of the basic concepts
and research methods of the 1947 study. Fart C describes briefl.y some
of the problems faced in using the tables and suggests readings 'Which
should be helpful to those who wish to pursue the subject further. Attachments to the technical appendix include ill!formation on the method
ot aggregation by- which the 200-sector tables were developed from the
more detailed data available in the Bureau of IAbor Statistics on a 450to 500-CJector basis. The relationships of both the 200-sector and the
450- to 500-se ctor classification systems with the Standard Industrial
Classii'ication (SIC) system &Ild, where applicable, with the 1947 Census
ot Manufactures industrial delineations are also indicated. Also inc1uded are a table shoving the relation of each sector's primary output
to gross domestic output (as def'ined) and a discussion of' the problem
ot byproducts and waste products (scrap) as handl.ed in the 200-sector
t&bles.

Table I - Interindustry Flow of Goods and Services
by Industry of' Origin and Destination
Th.is table shows in sUJ111Bry form the distribution of' the value
of all output in continental United States tor 1947 both by industry of'
origin a"l.d industry of' destimtion. For this purpose, the entire economy

gj Preliminary findings published in the autumn of 1951 were
in similar tables but on a more aggregative 50-sector basis.
l/ See technical appeJl,di:x, !8,rt A, for further explanation.

'Pl"8 sented

- 3 i• divided into acme 200 sectors. The data tor these sectors represent aggreptions ot data prepared initia~ in better than 450-industry detail.
The

rov entries

The entries in each rov 1n the table list in producer's prices
the dol.lAr amount of' a designated industry's output consumed in 1947 by
itselt and each ot the other sectors of' the economy. The last entry in a
row represents the gross dOJ1estic output of' the industry (see explanation
of' gross domestic output lAter).

~or illustrative purposes consider the first rov, referring to
the meat anillals and products industry, which had a 1947 gross output of
$9,801.7 aillion. The first entry (col. 1) in this rov indicates that the
industry 1tselt purchased $937•7 million vorth ot the total productiOD.,
mostly f'or :reeding and breeding. This entry, representing BJ1 "intraindust17" transaction, illustrates the tact that each designated industry
ay be composed ot a lArge number ot sep,.rate enterpriaea, any ot which may
sell to or purchase tram another.
Continuing along the rov, meat ps.cking and wholesale poultry
(col. 21) was by tar the largest purchaser of' meat anillals and products
with $8,099.0 million worth. Over $38 million w,as purchased by miscellaneous food products (col. 26), and so on. Almost $47 aillion, in the
tora ot hides, vent to a special stockpile of' byproducts (col. 267), since
specific byproduct allocations to purchasing industries are explicitly
oaitted from the regulAr distributions (see discussion of' vaste products
and byproducts in the technical appendix, attachment 3). Exports to f'oreign
countries (col. 225) exceeded $13 million. The Federal Government (col. 215)
took $5.7 million and State and local governments (col. 220) $1.4 million.
Over $21 million was sold to gross private capital formation (col. 205),
in the fora ot horses and mules newly entering the vork animal class.

::

The entries appearing in the tour inventory columns may need
special explanation, p,.rticul.arly since this presentation differs trom
previous ones, e.g., the 50-sector chart published in the autumn ot 1951.
In the present chart, depletions appear as negative entries in the inventory column rather than as positive rov entries • For example, the inventory change within the meat animals and products sector (rov 1) ot holdings of its own products amolm.ted to a net depletion ot $57~.l million in
1947. This shove as a negative entry in column 236. Of course there is
no entry in colUllll 235, which shows net increases in inventory tor the
producing sector. Meat aniBBls and products held outside the producing
industry shoved both inventory depletiona and gains. Those sectors vhich
had o:al.y stock gains showed an inventory increase total of $69.7 million
(col. 230}. Those sectors vhich had on1y decrPases shoved a depletion
total ot $175•5 million.

- 4 Inventory depletions, which represent output of a previous
period, are distributed along vith current production by the allocations in each row. Similarly, competitive imports are added to current domestic supply and distributed to users of output in identical
fashion. However, the sum of all allocations.adds, properly, to gross
(current) domestic output (col. 999) because of the negative entries
in the competitive imports column (no. 226) and the stock depletion
columns. For the first sector, competitive imports amounted to $338.1
millions and depletions, as noted above, amounted to about $750 millions. Thus., over a billion dollars vorth of product in addition to
gross domestic output was distributed to users.
Continuing the discussion of row 1, it vill be noted that
households (col. 200) consumed nearly $1,070 million doll.are worth ot
the output c-f the meat animals and products sector. Thia figure is
comprised almost entirely of farm-slaughtered liTestock vhich has been
either consumed on the farm or sold directly to other final consumers.
The above discussion of row 1 can be extended similarly to
all the other rows of table I.
The column entries
It is readily seen that the first entry in each row represents the shipnents of the corresponding sector to the meat animals
and products industry (col. l). It follows that the first column is
a summary of the 1947 purchasing }l8,ttern of this sector.
The first entry in the column is, of course, the aforementioned intra-industry transaction. The major purchases of the
sector were grains for feed bought from the food grains and feed
crops sector {row 4), amounting to over $3,84o million; prepared feeds
from the grain mill products sector (row 24), totaling over $314 million; milk fed to calves from the farm dairy products sector (row 3),
amounting to $130 million; and potatoes and sweet potatoes for f'eeC:.
from the vegetables and fruits sector {row 8), amounting to about $80
million; and so on for other product-producing industries.
The

large purchases of transportation, amounting to abQut

$110 million and $185 million rrom railroads (rov 169) and trucking
(row 170) ,respectively, should be noted. Large purchases were made
also fran wholesale trade {row 176) and retail trade (row 177),
amounting to $76 million and over $140 million, respectively. These
transportation and trade costs and some others appeared as :margin
items on materials purchased for production purposes by the meat ani11als and products industry.

- 5 The rental amount (row 183} of over $191 million represents gross
rent p1.id for rented land and service buildings. Costs for maintenance
construction (row 212), applicable to owned service buildings alone, amounted
to $10.5 million. Over $136 million vorth of byproduct items (oilseed cake
and meal, and animal oil bn>roduct feeds) were purchased from the special
stockpile sector (row 267). As mentioned above, allocations of byproducts
from the specific producing industries to actual consuming sectors are not
shown directly.

Payments to the Federal Government (rov 215) and to State and local governments (rov 220} amounted to $40.5 million and $94 million respecti"!l'8ly. Such p1.yments !ire in the form of excise taxes on materials and
services purchased, corporate income taxes, special licenses, etc. The
large household entry (row 200) of over $3,270 million includes wage and
salary p1.yaents, entrepreneurial net income, interest p1.yments, and depreciation charges. Since the total output of the meat animals and products
sector.refers to productive activities, the outlays appearing in the ~irst
column are those expenditure items incurred in the process of production.
The expenditures of ranchers and farmers as consumers are not included in
this sector; they appear as p1.rt of the household column.
Th& outlays of the other sectors in 1947 may be traced similarly
by examining their respective columns. In general, then, the distribution
of the products or services of any one industry to each of the others may
be traced by reading the entries along its row, and its purchases from other
industries by reading down its column.
The sectors have been divided into two groups. The first 190
(through sector 192, since 165 and 166 are blank) may be considered the
"processing" or "intermediate" sectors--for each of these th.e gross output
and gross outlay totals are identical. This is equivalent to saying, in
an accounting senae, that current outlays, vith allowance for profits and
inventor., change, are equal to current receipts. The same is true for the
next seven sectors, which are somewhat special in nature in that, though
they are similar to processing sectors, they appear more for purposes of
presentation than because of their structural interconnections vith true
processing sectors. (Each of' these will be discussed later.)

.::

The remaining sectors are called the "autonomous" or "final de:aand" sectors. Their columns :may be looked upon as end-product deliveries
and their rows as f'aotor p1.yments plus other charges against end-produc:t
or f:iDal de-.nd. Gross receipt and outlay totals are not equal for these
sectors individually~ but for the autonOlllous sectors collectively there is
a balance. This is roughl.y- equivalent to saying, in a gross national
product sense, taa.t factor plYJlents (value added) for productive activities
plus tax p1.yments and certain other charges are equal to the sum of' consumer expenditures, net investment (including net change in stocks and net
foreign balance}, and government expenditures. With minor adjustments for

- 6 statistical and conceptual differences, the gross national product may
be derived f'rom these figures--on the product side from the columns
and on the factor piyment side f'rom the rows •
Basic transactions concepts

All entries in table I are 1D producer's (rather than 12!:!!:chaser's) w.lues. For eDmple, the $9,801.7 million output of meat
aniJ-.ls and products (rov l, col. 999) is the value at the sales level
of the producing industry, i.e., before the addition of any :marketing
charges on the sale of that output. The entries for transportation
(ron 169-171 and 173-175) and trade (rows 177 and 178) in the first
column represent the m.rketing charges added to the produoer's values
of goods purchased by the Jll8&t aniDale and products sector. Correspondingly, the •rketing charges on sales of products ot the aeat ani1111.ls sector appear in the input structure of the sectors purchasing
these products as pirt ot their total piyments tor transportation and
trade •rg1ns. A siailar situation exists with respect to excise taxes
on goods and services. This :margin item appears in the input structure of the purchasing sector as a portion ot the Federal Government
entry (row 215) and the State and local government entry (row 220).
The output totals are on a. groas (rather than net) basis.
This aeau that "sales" by an industry to itselt are included. In
sc:ae instances these intra-industry "sales", as well cL■ others, •Y
include illlpatations tor noDllOnetary transactions. Thus the output of
the food grains and teed crops sector (tio. 4) includes the illlputecl
value ot grains produced on the farms and kept for seed by the ■-
:raraer. It :turther includes an illlputation tor the value of co:t"D. fed
to hogs on the farm where grown. Thia latter transaction represents
pirt ot the total in the cell appearing at the intersection of row 4
and nolwm 1.. The reason tor the inclusion of this transaction is
that the output total tor the sector includes all corn (&Jl4 vb.eat,
barley, rye, etc.) grOWD in 1947 by :t'araers, no -.tter whether kept for
their own use or sold to others. In general on1y those transactiou
whicll clearly correspond with normal market aove..nt of goods :tr011 one
production stage to another are represented in the industry totals .
Others, auch as the intermediate fresh meat which e'ftatually becoaea
cure4 - . t or the crude vegetable oil which ia usually refined in the
aaae plaut, are generally excluded.

As indicated above, th.e distribution along any row inclu.dea
the supply of an industr;y's product beyond the production b;y the pri-.ry industr;y. Included are:

- 7 -

(1)

Current production
(a)

("l>)

(2)

o:f all products produced by the primary industry
( including its secondary production), and
o:f products pri•ry to the industry but produced
as secondary products by other do•stic induatries (this includes any other transfers-in
from sucn induatr1es);

Imports of competitive products (including shipEnts to

contililental United States frca nOAcantiguous territories);
(3)

Inventory depletions of products prilllry to the induatry,
vhereTer held.

Thus the total distributed suppl:, of an !Dduatry's products llight
the gross doaestic output of that 1Dd.ustry, as defined. However,
Diga.tin entries ap~ing toward the end ot the rov, representing the
Hctor'• respective total• tor ccapetitin illporta and inventor:, depletions,
coapeJl.88.te tor such exceas and thua •ke the row total identical with gross
clcaeatic output. Maniteatl:,, the total tor the colmm, gross d0118atic outlaya, is the Sllll ot parcbasea of good.a aml aenice• required tor current
a.-atic prCMluctiTe activiti•••
exceed.

Traaaportation and trade sectors
The output ot the trauportation aectors (BC>s. 169-175) u.c1·the
trade Ncton (aos. 176 8lld 177) ia, in ge:ural, the groaa -.rgiJl &4ded to
001111oditie• in the proceaa ot 4iatributioa to uaers. ~ disposition ot
t1l.e oatpat ot these iu.ustriea appears in the table a• tlle traaaportation
an4 trad.e charges attached to the cOIIIIOc1.1tie• tbat each il'ldustry purchases.
Ot coarae, the outputs of the several trusportatioa 1D4uatr1e• are not
lillited to the aboTe serTices, for the:, iD.clude also the carrying ot pusengers &B4 -ila, onrseaa freight u.d. other aervices. The r..,_ini.Dg
-.rketing cbarge, 1:D. the fora ot governaen.t exci,1e taxes, Ju.a been dis::ussed abOTe.

Pinal deam. sectors
The .aev and •1nte:nance cOJl.Struction sectors, which themselves
are coaposed of Dl1118rous subsectors, ai,pear in the DOil&Utonomous portion of
table I for presentation purposes alone. They are omitted from the remaining tables (II and III) because they are treated in ef'f'ect, as autono~ous
sectors. This mamier of handling reflects the gexieral recognition in social accounting circles that the relationship betveen the output of' construction, whether it be nev or mainte:nance, and the output of purchasing
sectors in the rest of' the econOIIY is difficult of' expression in terms of

j.
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structural coefficients. Moreover, there is fairly general a~eement
that decisions on levelP of construction are essentially autonomous
in nature, especially since they often tend to be unrelated to current
production. More often they are related to current investment decisions, which are clearly autonomous in this context.
The mintenance construction sector (row 212) shows allocations to practically every processing sector. These represent current
miDtemnce costs for each sector, excluding those costs which my have
been p1.id as p,.rt of' rent and hence assumed by the real estate and
rentals sector (col. 183) in its rental activities. This situation
exists also for the household sector (row 200), which p1.id only a sa.ll
amount of such a.intenance charges, representing those few •1Dtenance
costs aasUJ1ed directly by teDants. The allocations to the two government sectors represent public maintenance co1:1ts that have been specifically sep1.rated :troa public new construction, eve:c though the govern:ment accounts my treat both &.P current expend.itures.
The output of new construction (rov 211) vas allocated to
three sectors--the tvo govermaent sectors (cols. 215 and 220) purchased
all new piblic construction and gross private capital formation (col.
205) took all new private coutruction. The other allocations to
gross private capital formation!/ were BBinly the value of producer's
durable equipaent. There were, howe"t'8r, some special allocations tu
gross prhate capital fonation, suer as the one f'r0111 the real eat.ate
and rentals industry (row 183) referring to charges involved in existing real property transactions.
'!'he treataant of foreign comi.tries is soaevhat epecial in
that :illports classed as "competitive" were transferred to the related
40111estic industry and distributed :t'roa the latter, whereas laports
classed as "noncoapetitive" were aasigned as direct iD.pits to the
industry us!Dg the itea. 'l'he noncc:apetitive :illports row (no. 225)
records the diatribution o:t such iaports to pirchasing sectors at
:toreign port -.alue. The cc:apetithe illports colU11J1 (no. 226) record.I,
at daaestic port (lamed) w.iue in th.6 rove ot counterp1,rt domestic
i.Ddustriea, the counter-balancing ne@II ti!ve entries required to -.111tain consistency with the dcaeatic output control total. Two entrie
1D this column need especial mention. The poaitin entry ot $2o6.2
llillion f'or the oTerseaa transportation sector (rov 172) repreaats
the 41:tf'erence between the (positive) aaoUJlt needed to balance the

JjJ The existence of' a gross private capital f'o:raation sector is
iDdicatiTe of' the exclusiTe adherence to current account tranaacticm.s
1n the develo:i;:ae:a.t of' interindustry iD.put relationships. Iteu which
are noraa~ capitalized by an industry are allocated to autonaaous
sectors, such as grosa prhate capital fo:raation, which purchase
invest•nt iteu. See p1.rt :Bot the technical appem.dix for furtuer
discussion of capital aDd. current account transactions.

- 9overseas freight charges inc1uded in the landed value of the commodities
appearing in the competitive :illlports col.unn and the {negative} amount
which would otherwise represent the competitive import of ocean freight
(foreign vessel.a carrying goods to the United Statea). Siailarly the negative $58 lllillion entry in the b&Dkuig, fiD&nce, and insurance &Actor (row
181 l is the aua of two such entries, with the coapetitive iJllpor,; amount
(negative) exceeding in absolute "8.lue the total ot in&urance on )cean
freight included in the l.&Dded va1ue of c0a11odities. The export colUllll
(no. 225) includes all listed exports and such invisibles aa f'ore1ga purcbaaes of United States ocean and air traDSportation, royalty Ja1JIE'nta for
u. s.. aotion pictures sent abroad, inaurance p,.yaenta by foreigners, and
incoae on u. s. inveat•nt• abroad.
The two govenment rova (no-. 21.5 and 220) ahov essentially eatimte■ of the UlO\UltB of taxes, postage, and other lliscellamoua payaenta
to govel"Dll8at by 'the 'flll.rioua sectors. Activities of gantn:mmt, •uch as
goverlPIIIDt printing activitiea, gover"1-at-OWD8cl hoapitaia, and publicschoo::La, which cloael.7 p.rall.el those or a prhate sector, haw been exclu.clecl traa the goverDll8at rowa aJld inol.uclad iJl the appropriate industrial
sector. TM gowrnaent colua:na (215 and 220) show outlaJ"B to other sectors
tor supplies, equipaent, wages and aalariea, etc.
outlay-a include

The••

expenditures tor capital iteu (equipaent) ot gove:nment-ovned hospitals,
schools, and siailar imstitutions, even thoug):l the activity •7 have been
detimd elsewhere.
'Dle household rov (no. 200) ia in large 119&&ure ca.posed ot piy•nts -.de to imividuala b7 other aectora. It waa detiDecl to include all
vapa &Dd salaries, iJltereat paymnta, depreciation charge~, p.,-nta for
entrepremurial service•, contributiona, and n.rioua other minor inca.e
pa,-ents.- Tba household colUIID (no. 200) ahon for the •oat p1rt illdividual or couumar outlays tor ·..ha varied good■ and service• ottered by other
sectors. A• had.icated previously, the rental tigure (rov 183) in the household col.UIID. iDclu.clea rental i;ayaents b7 consumers and 1Jllputed rentals tor
OWDer-oocupied dwellings. It :further includes estiates tor certain other
coats ot :JVDer-occup,..a.ts, such as tuela used tor heatillg. other elements
ot the household column, not nol"11B.lly conaidered as couumar expenditure■,
incl:ade auch iteu as travel and sntertaimlent expenses by busiDess and
cash baiak service charges to business. 'l'hese iteu, ot course, could bave
been subtracted tr~ the household colUIID and asaigned to the appropriate
industrial aecto:u a■ inputs. However, it is believed that the structural
coefficient■ which would then -.1ntain would be soaewba t less reliable,
tor there is appa.rentl-7 no COD.Stant relationahip petnen these expenditures
b7 a sector and its w.lue ot outpit. In addition, it is ualal.ly a:lJlpler,
tor a:aalytic applications, to determine bills ot goods that re:tlect total
purchaaea b;r bath busim•• uul persons tor scae ot the ele•nts involved,
such aa total eati.Dg and drillkillg receipts aD4 total tranaportation expanditUN■•
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Processing sectors excluded troa structural coe:f':f'icients
processing sector portion of table I :includes three
The tvo waste products sectors (nos. 265 and
266) provide for convenient distribution of both metal and nonmetal
w.ste Jl&terials, which are supplied tran a wide variety of' sources
and shipped to nUJ1Brous destinations. The stockpile of byproducts
(sector 267) has siailar de110nstrative value, though the reason :f'or
its existence results aore :f'rcm requirements of analytic application
rather than ease of' distribution. Both the w.ste products and byproducts sectors were set up prim.rily to f'ree the alloca.tiono of'
each sector from transactions which are generally incidental to the
•Jor output ot the sector. This is important in the establishment
of structural interrelationships (input coefficients) and their consequent analytic use. When either w.s-c.e products or byproducts form
a large part of the output of' a sector-, the'1"8 is the danger that inclusion of these iteu in output alloca.tiv.llB and resu1ting coefficients would, in analytic Ppplica.tions involving stip1Jlated bills of
goods, lead to production ...·equirements f'rom a sector (brought on 1>y
other sectors' requirements f'or either w.s1.e products or byproducts)
that aight be ccnpletel.y inconsistent with the require:meni.s for the
•Jor products o:f' the sector. 11:lus, unless hides, a byproduct of
the aeat J&Cking industry (rov 21), are speci:f'ically- excluded :from
the input coef:ficient relating mat Jacking with leather tanning
(col. 67), it is possible that a large de-.n.d for leather good.E and
the ccamensurate demnd for hides would call tor prOduction by -c.h.e
11188.t pt.eking industry :far beyond its :&1ormal require.ants :for supplying Mat. At the saae time, there exists a !"easunabl.y ccm.staa.t proportion which relates the p-oduction ot hid~s with that o:f' meat.
Require11ents :for hides which. deviate :f'roa the base period (1911-7)
proportion would not be eTident in the total derived production o:r
the -.it Jacking industry, and hence it would be illpossible to deteraim the coaposition o:f the deriTeG.. production require•nta. The
11&thods by which byproduct determ.naticm.s can be •de ccmaiatently'
are described 1n the following diacW1aion o:f' table II u4 1n attachllent 3 to the t-.eclmical appendix.
The

"dumy-" industries.

It vill be noted that two otaer sectors appear 1n the group
associated with proceaaiDg sectors 'but are excluded traa the structural coe:t:f'icients o:f' table II. S•ll aras (no. 951) and
al"IIS
a111m1mition (no. 961) appear 1D table I tor tabular ccnpletenese rather
than aDalytic usetulnesa. In the year 1947 these industrks were very
saall &lid the end-product dea.Dd was essential.17 tor civilian goods.
However, any analytic problem requir1J1g a build-up of a?'IIS and ammunition tor defense purposes would natural.17 require a more current investip.tion of the illdustry. Most ccmteaplated uses o:f' this 200sector chart would involve separate atipilation in the bills o:f' goods
(final deBBDd or autonoaous sectors) o:f' ailitary end-products, rather
than use ot coetticients deterained tor an essentially ditterent

••11

- ll peace-time industry.
table II.

For this reason these sectors do not appear in

Table I I - Direct Purchases Per Million Dollars of Output
This table may be interpreted as shoving in s inple f'orm the unit '2,./
cost structure for each intermediate sector in 1947 in terms of its direct
purchases from other processing sectors. For this purpose, the processing
segment of the economy was divided into 190 sectors. The table was derived
from the transactions data of the first table after some modifications.
Firs-e, the following nonautonomous sectors of table 1,
Small ArDlS
951
Small Arma Ammwiition
961
New Cons truction
2ll
Maintenance Construction
212
were arbitrarily designated as autonomous and hence were explicitly excluded
from the structural interrelationships of table II.
In addition, there were the special adjustments for waste products
and byproducts. These were merely operational devices for preventing requirements for waste products and byproducts from entering the structural
interrelationships used to determine production requirements of producing
industries. These adjustments consisted of droppillg out the f'olloving rovs
and columns of table I:
Waste Products, Metal
265
waste Products, Nonmetal
266
Stockpile of Byproducts
267

am. making an appropriate adjustment in the diagonal (intra-industry) entry
of each affected producing industry by adding to it the amounts appearing
in columns 265-267 for each. For e:mmple, the $46. 7 million worth of hides
allocated by the meat anilla.ls industry (rov 1) to the stockpile of byproducts
(col.. 267) was omitted from that column and added to the intra-industry
entry (col.. t), raising that entry from $937-7 :mil.lion to $984.4 mil.lion.
It, for control purposes, it were desired to keep the column totals the same,
a .;ounter-be.lancing negative entry amounting to $46. 7 million could then be
aade in the househol.d rov (200) ot the meat animals colwm. Tb.is, of course,
is not relevant if' one is concerned onl.y with deriving the input coefficients of table II. Similar adJustaents were carried out fur each entry in
the three columns listed above.
The data of table II are mul.tiplea (by one million) of ratios
calculated directly from the data of table I after the adjustments described
above. The ratios were computed by diTiding all column entries for each
inte~.a.iate sector by the respective gross domestic output levels (col. or
rov 999). The denOlli:nator in each case refers, of course, to domestic production during the year; inventory depletions and competitive illlports are

2/

In units of a million dollars.
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negative entries in the row distribution to compensate for the allocation of total supply. As mentioned before, the production figure
is gross in the sense that intra-industry transactions are included.
'nlus, for example, total intern.al transactions (1nclnding
byproducts) within the meat animals and products industry--$984.4
million (row 1 :- col. 1 of the earlier table)--div.i.ded by the industry's
gross domestic output, 19,801.7 million, yields 0.1004315 on a per
unit basis, or $100,432 per million dollars of outp.it, the entry at
row 1 and colnmn 1 of the present table. 'lbe sales of the food grains
and feed crop industry to meat animals---$3 1 840.? million (r°" 4,
col. 1 of the previous table)--divided by •9,801.? million give■
0 • .391844 or, per million dollars of meat animal outpit, $391,844, the
entry at row 4 and column l of the present table. '!he other ratios
may be derived similarly.
The cost structure of each sector per JEl.llion dollars of
outp.it in 1947 may than be observed by reading down the sector
columns. In column 21, for example, each million dollars "orth ot
m.eat packing and wholesale pou]t r.r required. large pirchases fl'01l
the meat animals and products sector totaling $729,244; f'roa the
poultry and eggs sector, $26,??5; from establishlnents within the :meat
packing industry itself, $49,714; etc. Further down the same col.wan
are recorded. purchases per million dollars of output of $4,500 for
animal oils, $5,415 for tin cans, $1,3~.1. for refrigeration equipaent
parts , $1,594 for electric 11 ght and power, and so ono Other column■
provide similar information for the other sectors.
Users of these data are cautioned that the ratios renect
only the cost and price structures prevailing in 194? for the industries as defined for this partirular study. Thus product mix factors,
the inclusion of secondary products, the fact that originally undistributed items have been allocated somewhat arbitrarily, and other
factors make it inadvisable to draw conclusions from the coefficients
without first being familiar with the composition of the industries.
The BLS Industry Classification Manual for the 194? Interindustry Relations Study, June 6, 1952 (revised March 20, 1953), generally distributed with the interindustry tables, will be helpful. 'lhe individual industry reports, "hich are in process of being made available
to the pibllc, will provide more complete inf onnation. At present,
however, only a few of these reports are available.

- 13 Table III - Direct and Indirect Requirements Per
Million Dollars of' J'inal Demand
Tb.is table§/ is the last in a series of three which reflect
different aspects of' the transaction relatioDS among industrial sectors
during the year 1947. While based on figures fraa the first table,
"Interindustry Flov of Qooda and Service• by- Industry- of Origin and
Destination," it is computed more directly- from the second table, "Direct Purchases Per Million Dollars of Output."
Table III is of' special intel"est since it shove the combined
diract and indirect requirements placed on all sectors by the deliveryoutside the processing system of a million dollars of' output from each
sector. 'For emmple, it shove that the amount of electric power required in 1947 to support the delivery- of a million dollars worth of'
pl.ts.sties materials outside the PJ"Ocessing system (i.e., to final demand sectors) was subs"Gantially- mvre than that indiqated by the direci
purchase requirements of' table II. Fa.rt of' this resulted from the
fact that the plastics aterials industry- purchased from numerous
industries which themselves used a fair amount ot electric power. More
specif'ically-, this industry- had sizeable purchases from induetrial organic chemi.c als, which industry- bad fairly- large direct inputs of' electric power and of' other products (such as its own intra-industry purchases and various inorganic chemicals) which used electric paver.
Other more remote ways in which electric light and power 1production
was related to the output of plastics materials may be f ound. Table III
sUJ1111Brizes all these supply connections , di rect and indi rect, among
the sectors, expressing the• in terms of requirement s per mi l lion dollars of finished goods delivery from each sector. Thus, the ent ry- 1n
row 50, colUlllll 167, indicates that $18,870 of electric light and power's
domestic output was directly- or indirectly required in 1947 per million
dollars of' deliveries outside the processing system of' products ~t ~he
plastics materials industry-.
The processing aystea is here defined to include only- the
actiTities ot sectors shown in table n. The term "deliveries outsidt.
the processing system" rerers to aales to sectors excluded troa this
table (households, investors, foreign buyers, gove.t"Dll8nt, etc.) of'
goods to be uaed as purcuased rather than processed further.

The lll9&ning of' table III •Y' be illustrated more precisely by
reference to table 11. Note there that 1947 production of a million ·
dollars -of' output by the meat pa.eking and wholesale poultry- illdustry{col. 21) vas accoapmied by $49, 714 of intrase ctor transact ions

§./ Table III 1■ presented here because of i t s general usefulnes s
1n considering problems involving inpu coef fi cients not too dif fer ent
from those ot table II. Howeve , it i s somewhat special in :nature i n
that it was cODl.J:lUted for use in connection with specific industrial
mobilization problems .

- 14 (rov 21, col. 21). 1/ Since such consW1ption is required within the
sector, then delivery outside ot the processing sys~em of a million
dollars of meat packing and wholesale poultry products required at
least $1,049,714 gross domestic output by that sector. Bote that
per million dollars of meat i:a,cking, $729,244 was purchased fr011 the
J11eat aniDals and products industry (rov 1), $26,775 from the poultry
&?:.d eggs industry (rov 2), $881 from the farm dairy products industry (rov 3), and so OD dovn the column.
One DBY conclude that in 1947 the delivery ot a million dollars worth of meat packing products and wholesale poultry outside the
processing system required gross domestic production ot at least
$1,049,714 from the meat i:a,cking industry, $765,498 from the meat animls industry ($729,244 x 1.049714), $28,lo6 tram the poultry and eggs
industry ($26,775 x 1.049714)1 $925 from the farm dairy products illdustr;r ($881 :ic l.049714), and ao on.

To extend the chain of inference, note nov column 1 ot
table II which shova the unit cost structure ot the meat animals and
products industry. Per million dollars of output ot this sector,
there wa-e $100,~32 of intrasector transactions (rov l, col. l), and
there were purchases of $13,260 frca farm dairy products (row 3),
$391,844 from food grains and teed crops (rov 4), and so on.

One my nov make the critical asswnption that these purchases were mde by establishments in the 1188.t anilllals industry in
order to carry out their function ot supplying their markets" and that
a pro rata share of the purchases my properly be attributed to the
deDBnd tor meat ani-.ls by each of the other sectors. On this basis,
tne $765,498 ot meat animals generated by $1 million of end-product
deliveries by the meat i:acking industry entailed in turn aclditiODal.
gross output of $76,881 in the meat an:i.Jlal.ll industry ($765,498 :ic
0.100432), $12 in the farm dairy products industry ($925 :ic 0.013260),
and so on.
Tota1ing the figures, it my nov be concluded that delivery
outside ot the processing industry ot a million dollars worth ot aeat
packing products and wholesale p:>ultr;r required on the average, ill
194-7, gross output ot at least $842,379 troa aeat ania&ls ($765,498 +
$76,881.), $937 f'roa farm dairy products ($925 + $12), and ao on.

I/ Ia thi• cUacussion ana tbat tollow1.ng, any reference to an
1.atrasector ,llocation -.y be looked upon as it no byproduct or waste
product it... bave been included in the transacti011.. Siace the interpretation of byproduc~ and waste product inclusion vithin such allocationa 1• unrelated. to the general discuasion of iadirect effects as
ettectuated b7 the calculations which led to table III, these iteu
are left tor lat•r tiacuasion in the technical appendilt.

- 15 Froceedi.Dg step by step in th.is way, and including all the sectors
in the calculations, one could slowly build up a table of the total requirements on all sectors entailed by deliveries outaid& of the processin8 system
tran any sector. 'l'his method of measurement of total requirements on all
sec·i;ors induced by deliveries outside of the processing system trom each
sector would be extremely laborious and certailll.y inefficient in terms of
application of clerical tiae. Fortunately, the measuring procedure can be

ahortened.
Table Ill ahovs the results of a systeJBtic, s1JIIU1tamoua, and
cca.pl.ete set of appropriate computatiom.; they were carried through by means
of a very high speed electronic digit.al computer. Technically, table I -.y
be called the t1'8llSacticns matrix; table II, the input coefficient -.trix.;
and this table, the transposed inverse of the difference between aa identity
mtrix aud the input coefficient matrix. The text above outlines verbally a
1111ch-used iten.tive method tor the solution ot the iaplied system of equatioJ1S, but actual ccaputations vere carried through by direct •thods. The
diacuesion in JB,rt A of the technical appendix to these general explanations
indicates the mathem.tical system which is used.
Each rov iJl table llI shovs the groas output 1D 1947 required directly and indirectly tran each Hctor to support the delivery outside the
processing system of $1 million by the sector named at the beginning of the
rov. !'or eDmple, ill rov 1, delivery of $1 llilliou ot meat 8lUJIIB.ls and products required a total gross d011111stic output of $1,112,549 frca the meat aniala and products sector ( col. l), $110 frcm the poultry aDd eggs sector
(col. 2), $14,929 fraa farm dairy products (col. 3), $499,869 f'rom the food
graiu and teed crops induatry (col. 4-), and varying amounts from all sectors. To give other e:mmplea, the entry in rov. 64, colUllll 62, indicates
that $170 1 996 of petroleua products were required directly and indirectly
per million dollars of end-product deliveries by the JaVing aad rooting•terials industry. The entry ill rov 65, colUllll 30, shovs that $246,219 of
output of the spinning, weaving, 8Dd dyeing industry vas required directly
and indirectly per million dollars ot end-product deliveries by the tire
aD4 imler tubes industry.

.

•

As t!MI table atams, all entries are related to deliv.ries outside
the iroceasing system rather tban to total. production. To illustrate, the
ext.rm.l delivery of $1 million by the motor vehicles industry (rov 145)
required $1,376,157 gross production (or a multiple of 1.376157) by that
same iDd.ustry (rov aad column 145). Similarly the steel vorks and rolling
mil.la industry (,eol. 79) provided $141,543 of its products to •et thia motor
vehicle clema:ad. One may conclude, then, that $141.,543/1.376157 of steel works
a.ml rolling mills production., or $102,854, was required directly and indirectly p,r $1 million of motor vehicle production. The other entries in the
table may be adjusted similarly to refer to production rather than external
end-product deliveries by dividing all entries in each row by the entry at
the intersection with the corresponding column (e.g., divide the rov lentries by the column 1 entry of' row 1, and so cm).
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Hote also t.bat all figures refer to gross output (including
intraaector transactions) rather than net output (referring only to
transactions with other sectors). The"""l'rgu.res may be adjusted to exclude intrasector transfers by multiplying each by one minus the unit
equivalent (per dollar rather than per lllillion dollars) of the entry at
the intersection of the corresponding row and colwm in table II. Thus
each ent17 in colum 145 would be IIUltiplied by one llinus o.26860S, or
.731395. The adjusted entry for row 145 and column 145 would be
$1,376,157 x .731395, or $1,006,514. This 'lDJl3' be interpreted as showing
that external delivery of $1 Jli.llion of 11Bat, animals would require
$1,006,514 output from the sector net of all intrasector transfers.
Since the latter are excluded, the excess of $6,514 over $1 Jli.llion
represents the "feedbaclca effects on itself of J10tor vehicle purchases
fro• other sec:tora.
If adjustments to a net output concept and to a production
level rather than external deliveries basis are both to be applied, the
former aust be carried through first and the latter based on its results.
Each colwan in table III shows the gross output from a single
sector required directly and indirectly per $1 llillion of deliveries
outside the processing system by each of the sectors. The entries in
the first column, for example, reflect the dependence of 11Bat aniJllll
production on the demand for its own product, for poultiy and •as, for
farm dairy products., etc.
The entries in column 6 show that substantial production of
tobacco is required by only a few proceesing industries• demands. other
columns ma.y be interpreted sbd.larl.1". In fact, the entries in columns
180 (Hot.els), 190 (Hoti.OD Pictures) and 192 (Nonprofit Instit.utions)
indicate that the_production of these sectors moves almost entirel,y to
the ulti.Jllate consWller directl,y rather than through other processing
cbanllels.

t

The operational significance of table III may be shown simply.
If a set of specified end-product deliveries is applied to the entries
in an;y given column, the sum of the cross-products will show the total
gross domestic output required fro■ that sector to support the stipulated deliveries from the processing system. In effect., this will represent the "set-aside" against the sector•s gross output implied by" the
stipulated deliveriea--the amount preempted by this expression of purpose, and hence not available for other uses. Similarly, the specified
deliveries may be applied to each of the columns in turn to give the
total deliveries from each sector of the econonr. These produotion
levels are the basic result.a of the use of the interindustry technique
when applied to production 1110dels.

... 17 Concluding Remarks
The above discussion has provided only broad outlines of the
interindustry relations system and its associated econom;ywide tables.
The application of the interindustry technique to analytical problems
concerning the econOJDiY entails mch more than mere availability of the
general solntion shOffll in table m. It is necessary to fully understand the composition of each of the industrial sectors and to have
some idea of the reliability of the data. It is further necessary to
have intimate knowledge of the requirements for establishing bills of
goods for fuwre years. The follow.f.ng techni.cal appendix gives soma
of the 1nformaticm needed for these pirposes and indicates a number
of difficulties· that may be encountered. It wonld be impractical in
this t1P9 of document to g1 ve a full discussion of all the probl~
that llight be faced and their possible solutions. This can come only
wlth a long period of close fam:iliarity with the entire area of inTestigation and the resul.tant underetanding, first, of the empirical and
conceptual problems encamtered in gathering and organizing the data,
and second, of the theoretical questions needing answers before analysis
can be properly- applied and understood.

- 18 General Explanations of the 200-Sector Tables
TECHNICAL APPENDIX

A.

The 'lbeoretical System

The interindustry relations system and its operational
features may be explained more p-ecisely by representing it as a
determinate system of simultaneous linear equations. The economy
is regarded as made up of (n + 1) sectors. For n of these (the
intermediate or processing sectors) it is supposed that structural
interconnections (technical or input coefficients) can be established. The remaining sector, called the autonomous sector, bas
components explicitly defined, not in terms of structural relationships with the interindustry network, but in the sense of making
independent and autonomous final demands upon the processing system.
Production during some stated period tor one of the
intermediate sectors, say the i-th, may be represented by the
symbol Xi. Some of this production, Xia' may be reqt• · .,d for direct delivery to the autonomous sector; other amounts 'IIBY go to
any of the intermediate sectors. The balance between supply and
demand may be represented as follows :
(l)

Xi

=

Xia +

Xu

+ Xi2 + Xi3 + • • · + Xij + · • • + Xin

The amount delivered to the autonomous sector represents shipaents
of finished goods or services for use without further processing
or incorporation into other processes. The remining items,
Xil' Xi2' ..• x 1 ~ represent deliveries of materials, components,
or services by tHe i-th sector to each of the intermediate sectors
of the economy to the exte:at needed to -.intain their productive
activities.
Fer schema.tic presentation purpos~s, the basic supplydemand relations of the economic system are expressed simply
(though slightly rearranged) in the form ot a square array or
"input-output" table in which the rows represent the distribution
of output by producing sectors.
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The enclosed table I - "Interindustry Flow of Goods and Services
by Industry of Origin and Destination" is in this form and delineates
about 200 sectors. About 190 of these are regular intermediate (processing) sectors, although for presentation purposes an additional seYen 8.ppear in the no:na.utonomous segment of the table. All of the transactions
are measured in 1947 dollars. Reading across the rows of the table, the
entries first record shipnents or sales to nonautonomous (producing, distributive, and service) sectors. Further on are shown the sales to.the
autonomous sectors (ultimate consumers). Typically, these entries in
the autonomous sectors' columns represent purchases (by consumers, investors, govermnent, and foreign countries) of items which are used without
further processing within the system. The right hand margin merely records the total of the industry's transactions with other industries and
itself. Tb.is sum of the distributed output along the row is defined as
the gross domestic output of the industry. For this chart, gross domestic
output is the base for the determination of input coefficients, rather
than the gross output concept (including competitive imports) used for

other presentations.
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Each entry in any row is also an entry in a column, Le.,
the output of' each sector appears automatically as an input into
another sector. Each column records the purchases of the j-th industry from each of' the other industries and, in addition, the charges
against the autonomous sector (final demand), such as labor costs,
taxes, depreciation, profits, and similar items. The balance of' a
sector's inputs with its gross output may be thus represented as follows:
(la)

xlj + x2j + X3J + • • • + X.

ij + • • • + Xnj + Xaj = Xj
The first n figures shov the outlays for goods aDd services required
by an industry to carry on its activities. The next entry (with subscript aj) corresponds to the sum of' the several entries near the
botton of each column--wage and salary J8YJD8nts, other J8yments to
individuals , tax J8yments to governments, and J8YJJ18nts f'or noncompetitive imports. The bottom margins record total outlays. Total receipt/a and total outlays are equal for any no~µtonomous industry.
This is not so for any of the final demand sectors, but for the autonomous sector collectively there is~ similar balance, or identity.
This is roughly equivalent to saying that in the gross national product
sense, total charges against final deJE.nd are identical with final
demand itself', which is the sum of' consumer expenditures, investment
( including change in stocks and net f'ore ign balance) , and government
expenditures.
Thus, by use of the transactions table, the multitudinous
product and service flows of' the entire economy are BUJlll&rized within
a consistent framework which also bas operational significance. This
table, which is really a sUD111Bry of' the results of exhaustive empirical
research, becomes the base f'rom which further analysis of' the structural interrelationships of the economy may procee4 systematically.
Given the summary of' transactions for the economy, in order
to proceed f'or operational purposes, it is necesaary to make the
critical assumption that the amotlllt of production delivered by one
industry to a second. nonautonomous sector will be exclusively a f'unction
of the production level of the second sector. This may be represented
as follovs:
(2)

With this assumption, the previous supply demand identity takes the
form:

- 21 Loose restrictions may be placed on the form of the interrelation functions-that they are nondecreasing (an industry requires at least as much of every
input when its production level increases), and single-valued (for obvious
reasons).
There are strong a priori reasons for supposing near-proportionality for many if not most of these functions over a reasonable, if limited,
:period of time. For these reasons and for others related to the empirical
foundation of these p:1.rameters and the computational problems which arise
with other assumptions, proportionality between an industry's inputs and
its output is assumed for this system. This my be represented as follows:
(4)
The technical or input coefficient aij expresses the direct output requirements imposed on the i-th industry per unit of output of the j-th industry.
The original balance between supply and demand in (3) rmy then be expressed
as follows:
(5)

Xi= Xia+ ailxl + ai~ + ••• + aiixi + ••• + aijxj + ••• + ain1n' or

(5a) Xia= -a 11x1 - a 12'2

- ...

+ (l-aii)

x1

- ••• - aijxj - ••• - ain~

The interindustry relations of the economy may then be expressed as a system 1

of n simultaneous linear equations.

(6)

..................................................
The Jarameters (a 1 j) of the interindustry syatem may be conveniently displayed in an array ~r JJB.tri~ f'orm with n rows and n columns.
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~

~

•• w

...
...... ...... ...... ...... ...
•••
n
...
an.3
3

a ..

a2n
a3n

......

a.DD

The appended table II-- "Direct. Purchases Per Million Dollars of Output"--is very simila:..:- to the above except that each entr:, bas been
multiplied by one million, i.e., six zeroes have been added. This
i;able shows in simple form the unit cost structure for each of the
n011autonomous sectors in 1947 in terms or its direct purchases from
other proceasing sectors. The table, a 190 x 190 m.trix, is derived
from the sUD111Br:, transactions data shown in the first table after
slight modifications ( explained above in the tert).
The computed ratios (or input coefficients) were obtained
by dividing all column entries for each intermediate sector by the
gross domestic output level for that sector and multiplying each ratio
by one million. The denam:in&tor in each case refers to domestic production during 1947; i.e., inventory depletions (production of earlier
years) and competitive imports (foreign supply) have been excluded
from output by means of the negative entries in the row distributions
of table I. Domestic production is gross in the sense that intrasector transactions are included.
Given a stipulated iatter:i of end-product deliveries or
hill of goods (Xia), which is represented as the column on the lefthand side of the n simultaneous equations shown above, and given th:e
empirically determined :parameters (a 1 j) of the system, it is possible
to compute the required production le"8ls (X1 , x2 , ••• ~), or total
im.P3,ct of the bill of goods on each of the intermediate sec:tors.
However, if the system is broken down into a large number
of sectors (resulting in a large number of equations and unknowns),
the computation of a numerical solution becomes involved and burdenaome. Most important, however, the solution provides only that single
set of production levels for the intermediate sectors which is consistent with the sti"IJUlated end-product requirements; a solution for
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set of computational operations and no savings will have accrued because
of the solution of the first problem. Thus a series of problems could
be long and extremely time-consuming.
A mathematical shortcut can, however, be applied to this problem,
i.e., a general solution to the system of equations can be secured by inverting a matrix very similar to that showing the system·' s :i:e,.rameters. The
mtrix to be inverted is as follows:

...
...

... ...

The above matrix is an identity matrix finus the input coefficient matrix
and can be represented simply as (I-A)-; it will itself be an n x n
matrix, but the coefficients will be somewhat d,ifferent 1n nature. Furthermore, there will be an entry in practically every cell.
The above may be represented by the following solution of the
initial set of equations (6) which represented the interindustry system:

(7)

Xl.

bu

b12

b1.3

• • • bln

Xia

X2

b21. b22

b23

• • • b2n

X2a

b31 b32

b33

•••

X3

...

=

b3n

... ... ... ... ...

•

X3a

~

where bij are the elements of a matrix which is the reciprocal of the previous matrix (I-A), Xia are elements of a column vector representing stipulated bills of goods, and Xi are elements of a column vector representing
production levels consistent with the bills of goods and the structural coefficients.
Interchange of the rows and columns of the above bij matrix produces a transposed matrix of the type shown in the enclosed table III "Direct and Indirect Requirements Per Million Dollars of Final Demand.•
The only basic difference is that the entries in table III represent
multiples by one million of such coefficients for the 1947 economy. The

- 24 interchange of rows and columns -was for computational and interpreta~ional convenience, i.e., the bill~· goods Illo.Y be set up in colUlllllar
fashion alongside any column and by .. imple cross-multiplicatfon and
summation the total requirements upon a~ industry may be readily determined. Total requirements upon all industries my be determined,
of course, by a~~lying this procedure to each column. The entries
along a row, on the other hand, represent requirements, both direct
and indirect, upon each industry in the row consistent with delivering a unit of the specified column industry's production to the final
demand sectors. Table III, of ~curse, shows those requirements per
million dollars of deliveries t~ final demand. Thus , an entry in row
i, column j shows by how l'lUCh the production level of the j-th industry would change if the level of end-product deliveries by the i-th
industry changes by one million dollars (the remainder of end-product
deliveries by other industries remaining unchanged).
B.

The

1947

Study--Concepts and Methods

The method of economic analysis known as the interindustry
relations technique~/ may proceed directly from the enclosed tables
by application of stipulated bills of goods to the columns in table
III.

The gathering and organizing of the immense volume of
quantitative inforne.tion which made up the 1947 interindustry study
was undertaken by the Bureau of Labor Statistics at the request of
the National Security Resources Board and the Depl.rtment of the Air
Force. Their interest was in the mobilization planning as:r,ects of
interindustry models. Subsequent to the initial work in late 1949,
a number of other agencies have pi.rticiiated in the interindustry
relations program of the Federal Government. Their P3,rticiP3,tion has
been under the general monitorship of a group in the O~fice of Statistical Standards, 'United States Bureau of the Budget. However, much
of tne work by these other agencies was not relevant to the development of the 1947 Interindustry Relations Study; hence the discussion
does not extend to their work.
The individual industry studies which, together with the
interindustry tables and a substantial volume of associated material,
make up the 1947 Interindustry Relations Study have been reworked

8/ Also commonly known as the input-output technique in the
terminology associated with Leontie:f''s work. See his Structure of
American Economy, 1919-1939 (Nev York, Oxford University Press, 1951),Pazt
II. Also see Leontief and others, Studies in the Structure of the
American Economy (New York, Ox:f'ord University Press, 1953).
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The industry studies a.re important for a number ot reasons bt>,,"OOd
their intrinsic worth in depicting the in:put and output structures 1
etch
sector. They are necessary for the understanding of anal.)tic prob ems,
both in the formul.a:tion process and the interpretation of results, e.g.,
production models involving sti:pul.ated end-product deliveries. They are
valuable as a take-off point for revisions of coefficients or for mking
complete new studies for later years. Assuming these uses, the ensuing
discussion ~oncentrates on the methods used and the procedures followed
in putting together the industry studies which were summarized in the transactions chart, table I. These studies distinguish better than 450 sectors
of the domestic economy. Additional data exist in organized fashion which
can readily seP3,rate some of these sectors to provide detail for some 500
sectors.

R
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Period of study. For obvious reasons, the study data must almost necessarily be compiled for a calendar year rather than some other period. It
is also preferable to have a recent year with not too many abnormalities
in the various transactions. The year 1947 was the inevitable current ·
choice because it wa.s the latest year for which a complete Census of Manufactures was available . Fortunately the year met the other requirements
reasona.b1y. However, the selection of a specific time period for the study
does not li~it data research to that year exclusively. When data for 1947
were not readily availabl e, recorded information for other years was investigated and used as a guide in establishing the distribution of production or the details of material requirements for 1947.
Sources. The numerous secondary sources used in the prei:e,ration of the
industry studies extended over almost all statistical data pertaining to
the u. s. economy, including published information of government agencies,
trade associations, private research agencies, etc. and many technical
texts published by individuals as lrell. In summary, most materials came
from the Bureau of the Census of the United States Dei:e,rtment of Commerce
and other specialized govermnant statistical agencies. Basic data on manufacturing i ndustries were derived from the Census of Manufactures: 1947.

- 26 The 1948 Census of Business provided statistics and information on
business structure of trade and many service industries. Mining
data were based largely on published material in the Minerals Yearbook, United States Dei:artment of the Interior, Bureau of Mines.
Basic agricultural figures were obtained from Agricultural Statistics, 1949 and 1950, United States Dei:artment of Agriculture, and
from dozens of other publications emanating from the Bureaus; transp:,rtation data came mostJ.y from Interstate Commerce CoDDDission publications. Essential foreign trade figures were obtained from Summa
of Forei
Commerce of the United States Januar - December 1
,
Bureau of the Census, and Balance of Intermtional Payments of the
United States, 194-6-1948, united States Dei:artment of Commerce.
Estimates of Federal Government purchases were derived froa the
azm:ual budget statements of the Bureau of the Budget and the Combined Statement of Receipts, Expenditures, and Balances of theU. S.
Government, United States Treasury Dei:artment; State and local
government data vere acquired from financial statistics published by
the Government Division, Bureau of the Census. De.ta on the utility
industries were obtained from Federal Communications Commission a,nd
Federal Power Commission publications, and so on.
0

Basic publ.ished statistics were supplemented by data from
a wide variety of unpublished documents and confidential information
provided by business groups and establishments. In some cases the
BLS amlysis of such unpublished information assumed the character
of major research projects. In several instances it was necessary
to resort to primary information. Such was the case for several
construction sectors, for which field surveys vere conducted on a
samp1e basis. A very imp:,rta.:nt samp1e survey was a large-scale
study with the help of the Census Bureau of the input structure of
most of the industries in the machinery and metal f'abricating areas.
Other valuable sources of information were special compilations and tabulations by other agencies on the request of BLS. For
example, several special tabulations of 1947 f'oreign trade data by
the Census Bureau were indispensable in the developnent of the foreign
trade sectors o:f the study. A project conducted by the Bureau of
Agricultural Economics for the use of BLS provided a summary of practically all the relevant agricultural information in both the published
and unpublished file material of the Dei:artment of Agriculture.
Data gleaned from these materials were supplemented by consultation
with area and commodity experts in the De:r,e.rtment so as to provide a
fairly extensive interindustry chart for agriculture vis-a-vis the
rest of the economy, though additional detail was also provided.
Taken together, the industry tabulations provide an evaluation of the existing natioml statistical. information system. They
constitute effectively a single tabulation, with a logical framework
and a uniform set of industry classifications, within which most

- 27 national economic statistics are incorporated. Inconsistencies.
redundancies, gaps, and weaknesses in the statistical inf'ormation representing the national economy become readily ap:r;arent under these circUJ11stances.

.

Classification. The system of class.ification employed in the 1947 study
is that which provides the greatest possible degree of detail--as many as
500 sectors--subject to the type and amount of data that can be reasonably
obtained. The sector detail employed approximates the 4-digit level of the
Standard Industrial Classification for most of the manufacturing area, vith
broader aggre~ion for nonmanufacturing activities, and special commodity
type classifications for agriculture and mining.
In establishing an interindustry classification system, a sector
may be defined as (1) a commodity or group of commodities, (2) a group of
establishments having in common certain characteristics (such a.s production of similar commodities, use of the same princi:r;al raw material, or
possession of similar types of equipnent), (3) an activity (such as the
activity of :providing new residential construction), or (4) a defined :process (such as sand casting of metals).
Data. availability considerations ma.de it virtually necessary to
adhere to an establishment classification for manufacturing industries. This
form of classification has been adopted where practical in many service areas
in the 1947 study, but data :problems in other areas have ma.de some dep:1.rtures
necessary or desirable. The agricultural sectors, for example, represent a
commodity classification. Construction, for which proper establishment reports a.re lacking, is classified on an activity be.sis. Trade activities,
where identified, have been brought together on a functional be.sis into two
aggregate sectors, wholesale and retail trade. Other categories, such as
government, foreign trade, households, etc. have very special definitions
that are designed :prilllarily for making the sector classifications consistent with each other and with definitions commonly adopted in other social
accounting s~tems.

Valuation of· production. The 1947 ~tudy concerns itself with the "real''
flow of goods and services. For example, money flows representing transfers
of money for financial claims or for :previously existing assets a.re excluded.
Monetary values are used in the study only because of their convenience as
a "numeraire" to record production and its allocations. Dollar estimates
may be given physical significance by regarding them as representative of
the physical amounts transacted in 1947 valued at the average prices prevailing during the year.
Production may be measured in terms of either producer's value or
purchaser's value. Between the two lie such margin or spread items as rail,
inland water, truck, air, and pipeline transportation costs, warehousing and
storage charges, wholesale and retail trade margins, and Federal and State
and local government excise taxes. These items are specifically identified
in the study's basic tabulations, in which sour~e materials were assembled
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fulfilling an essential procedural requirement for reconciling a complete set of 500 sector accounts.
In the published transactions table, however, all entries are
in producer's values. More specifically, all output distributions along
the sector rows of the table consist of allocations valued f.o.b. shipper;
thus output (row) totals are exclusive of marketing costs. Correspondingly, each consuming industry IBY8 the distributive sectors for services
in bringing needed commodities to it. For exampl.e, the total. value of
wholesale trade margins on all commodities consumed by an industry is
entered as the wholesale trade row item in that industry's column; retail trade margins, rail. transportation costs, and other distri.butive
costs are entered similarly as row items in that industry's column.
In the ma.in, the output of the distributive industri.es is
the margin added to commodities in the process of distribution to
users. Tots.l outputs of the wholesale trade and retail. trade industries
are consequently equal to the total vol.ume of trade margins in the economy. Of course, the outputs of sane distributive industries are not J.imited to the above-mentioned services but incl.ude the value of other nonmargin services, such as the carry~ of pissengers and mail by the transportation industries.

Significantly, outlays by the distributive industries themsel.ves are for commodities and services used only in the opera~1on of
their basic productive function, e.g., gasoline purchased by the trucking industry for use in its own vehicl.es as contrasted with the gasol.ine
carried as freight.
Current and capital. account transactions. An accounting of an industry's transactions might very well include both its current account
and capital outlays. Under such conditions a transactions matrix woul.d
include representations of both types of outlays. Gross investment expenditures would therefore be incl.uded in each industry's cost structure and refl.ected in its input coefficients. However, since there is
no a :priori reason to expect stability (in the sense of a proportionate
relationship) between output and investment expenditures, input ratios
which include capital outla~s would not have served the primary purpose
of the 1947 study, nameJ.y, the detennina.tion of structural relationships
between industries. Therefore, transactions among the intermediate
sectors of the study were limited to current account flows only.
However, an analysis of capital. transactions is still necessary, since all productive activities were encomP3,ssed iL the study.
A simple method was used in the 1947 study to record caph,al outlays.
All capital transactions vere aggregated in the exogenous portion of the
table either in the gross private capital formation col1.llilll or the
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equipnent. Public purchases of new plant and equipnent are included among
the inp~t entries of the government sectors. (See later discussion of autonomous sectors in the 1947 interindustry relations study for more :omplete
discussion of handl.ing of capital goods.)
Secondary products. The type of data available for manufacturing industries
from the Census of Manufactures made it necessary to adhere to an industrial
classification based upon establishment units. The fact that a single establishment may have produced a wide variety of products complicated this
type of classification '£or interindustry purposes. Each establishment was
classified in the industry where its principLl commodities were, by definition, priloo.ry. However, an establishment could have produced "secondary"
commodities that were outside the commodity scope of the industry in which
it is classified.
Conceptually, there was no reason why secondary products c~uld not
have been allocated from producing industries and charged to consuming industries in the same way as primary products of the same establishments. However, this would have been difficult operationally, because much of the information describing the cost structure of industries and transactions between sectors was based on commodity use, not on the industry classification
of producing establishments. In translating such commodity information on
costs of a pLrticular industry to a classification by producing industries,
no determination could be made of the amount obtained from the industry where
the commodity was a priloo.ry product and the amount obtained as secondary
products from other industries. An arbitrary pro-rata division by means of
the amounts produced in each industry would have been extremely tedious.
Therefore, it 'W.S decided to proceed by considering all products of the same
kind as comprising one common pool from which allocation8 to industries conswning that product could be made.
The secondary product problem was resolved procedurally by use of
a transfer device. Secondary products were transferred from the industries
where they were actually produced to industries where such products were
considered primary and then distributed through this channel. In this· procedure the secondary product transfer was treated as if it were a "sale"
by the industry o'f' actual production to the prima.ry industry, with a further
"sale'' by the primary industry to the consuming industry. The value of secondary products va.s therefore counted twice, i.e., in the output of both
the producing sectGr and the primary sector to which transferred.
For presentation purposes, sectors of the 500-industry classification system were aggregated to form smaller summary tables. In such re~uctions many secondary product designations became primary in the more
aggregative sectors; many secondary transfers then become irrelevant and
unnecessary. Thus, primary and secondary product designations are strictly
a function of the level of sector aggregation; the more aggregative the
classification system, the fewer the secondary products. Appendix C of the
industry Classification Manual accompLnying the tables, described in
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the sum of domestic "transfers-in " for an EM sector is not always the
sum of those for the component I-0 sectors.
Waste products and byproducts. In the basic tabulations of' interindustry transactions, waste, products of' manufacturing indust.r ies were in-

cluded in their output levels and distributed to consuming industries
along vith regular production. Similarly, allocations of' byproducts
to consuming industries were indistinguishable from the allocation of
princip1.l products of industries. The term "byproducts" is used here
in the sense that production of such items follows as a consequence of
the production of the princip1.l products of an industry. They were
considered specifically only when they were a significant pt.rt of an
industry's total output.
However, in the table of interindustry transactions presented
here, scrap and byproducts are specifically identified by introducing
into the array three dummy industries, "Waste Products, Metal", "Waste
Products, Nonmetal", and "Stockpile of Byproducts". Under these circumstances, waste product deliveries are not ma.de to specific consuming
industries but flow to either of the tvo special waste product sectors
(columns); by the same device, byproduct deliveries flow to the special
byproduct stockpile (column). It should be noted that flows of waste
products and byproducts are those going outside of the producing industries. As shown, the consuming industries purchase waste products and
byproducts from these special sectors (rows) instead of from actual
producing industries.
For the special purpose matrix of' input coefficients, table
II, waste products and byproducts were explicitly eliminated from the
array. This ad·j ustment has beell. described fully in preceding sections
and in attachment 3 to this technical appendix.
Autonomous sectors. Fo1· analytical purposes, the interindustry network
is developed as an open system which requires the explicit designation
of specific sectors--generally personal consumption expenditures, domestic investment, government purchases, and exports or net toreign investment~-as autonomously determined or independent of the basic structural
relationships of the economy. No assumption of input stability for
these sectors is required. Other sectors of the economy may, for special
purposes, be arbitrarily designated as autonomous also. (See inte~pretation of table II.)
The characteristics of the autonomous sectors are in most
cases unique. They will be described in turn, since any inherent definitional restrictions must be adhered to if stipulated final demands
are to be operationally consistent with interindustry techniques •.

Foreign trade. A foreign trade sector is required in the interindustry study in order to compensate for the restricting .factor of
geographical coverage. This sector provides a means whereby domestic
sectors can balance their inputs with their outputs, by giving them a
place to r<3COrd purchases from and sales to areas beyond the continental
United States econoJIG". The foreign trad~ sector is defined as transactions between two economies--the economy of the rest of the world, as
one aggregate, and the continental United States econoiey-, as comprised
of a number of sectors. Foreign trade's input is identical with continental United States eJPorts; its output is identical with continental
United states iDMorts.
In general, .foreign trade transactions are limited to the exchange of currently produced goods and services for other goods and sen..
ices or for money. For purpo sea of the present stu(\y, the foreign trade
sector also included (net) unilateral transactions--transactions for which
there were no tangible compensations. · In general, however, adherence to
the above principle resulted in circumscribing or even eliminating many
foreign trade transactions which are norma~ thought pertinent. Capital
nows-long and short term-and changes in gold stock were· omitted from
the foreign trade sector. Exports of used items were likewise omitted,
except for the di~t.ributive charges incurred in selling and transporting
them to the port of exportation. Imported used items, however, were included since they were in effect 11 newtt to the United States economy.

2/

For the interindustry study, foreign trade's output was classified into two general categories--competitive and noncompetitive imports.
Competitive imports were defined to include imported products or services
which 11ere similar in nature and/or highly substitutable for products or
services produced conmercially in continental United States. Noncompetitive imports comprised those imported products or services for which
there were no similar or closely substitutable products or services
produced in continental United states. Imports considered to be competi tive to domestically produced products included such items as natural
rubber and bananas, the former being substitutable for synthetic rubber
and the latter for domestic fruits. Examples of noncompetitive imports
included green coffee beans, cacao ~eans, tea, jute burlap, and manila
hemp. In addition, noncompetitive imports were defined so as to include
net private and net government unilaterals abroad, United States personal
expenditures in foreign countries, and pqments, principally by the Federal.
Government and by the ocean transportation industry, for goods and services received in foreign countries.
Competitive and noncompetitive imports were subjected to different
allocation procedures. Competitive imports were allocated in a trans.far
sense to domestic industries producing comparable primar7 products. Such
imports were treated as an addition to both the input and the output of the
comparable industries via transfers similar to those describi=Jd for secondary

2f The basic criterion for ciafining output (i.e., current productive
activity) was inapplicable in this case.
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distributed directl.v to sectors which used them in their production processes.
In table I, the output (row) of foreign trade includes only
noncompetitive i1nports, and the inputs consist of two columns, one
showing competitive iuq:>orts as i.::gative inputs and the other showing
continental United States eJq>orts. Such treatment of competitive imports makes it possible for total output to refer to the domePtic industry•s output only and at the same time permits that industry to fulfill
all requirements for the products involved. The competitive import entries are valued in terms of domestic port value, which comprises foreign
port. value, international transportation and insurance costs, and United
States duty, if any. Noncompetitive imports are shown in terms of foreign
port value. The necessary duty, if any, international transportation,
and insurance costs are shown as inputs into the industries purchasing
noncompetitive imports-from the Federal Government, transportation, and
insurance industries, respectively. Thus these charges appear to be
margin items for noncompetitive imports though they are actually part of
the landed (domestic port) values for noncompetitive imports, but due
to the peculiarities of handling this part of the foreign trade sector
are distributed individually. It snould be noted that the international
transportation and insurance costs associated with noncompetitive imports
appear in the intermediate portion of table I and duties, if applicable,
in the autonomous portion.
The foreign trade sector's inputs are entered in the United
States exports column at producer's values. The necessary trade margin
and transportation costs incurred in bringing commodities to the point
of e:xportation are charged to foreign trade by the relevant distributive
industries.
Government. Government was divided into two separate sectors,
Federal Government and State and local govenunents. Tbe Federal Government sector was defined to cover the general activities of Government
relating to the domestic econonu as well as to foreign countries and also
included many financial activities of the Government corporations; i.e.,
Commodity Credit Corporation, Reconstruction Finance Corporation, Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation: and others. HCJll'ever, industrial activities
of Government corporations were excluded from the .Federal Government
sector aid were included ir, the mst closely related intermediate industries. These included operations of the TVA fert:i.lizer plant., the RFC
tin smelting and l:\Ynthetic rubber plants, and the Government Printing
Office. The State and local governments sector included all local bodiesStates, cities, counties, townships, and special districts (except school
districts, which were covered in the education industry).

.
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and nontax receipts on current account. Corporate income tax receipts
were estimated on an accrual basis; other tax receipts on a collection
basis. Corporate income tax receipts were al.located to the industries
legally liable for payment except for the prorated tax liability resulting from inte113st income, which was al.located to households, since
interest was treated in the present study as an output o:t households.
Excise taxes, including general sal.es taxes, were handled as margin
items, i.e., they were allocated to industries purchasing products or
services upon which these taxes applied, rather than to industries legally responsible tor pqment. Customs duties associated 11':i th competitive
imports were allocated to the comparable domestic producing industry
while customs duties associated with noncompetitive imports were allocated
to the using industries. This treatment of duties is consistent rlth
the competitive and noncompetitive import allocation procedures described
in the discussion of the foreign trade sector.
The government columns show upenditures for goods and services
and include purchases of capital goods and transfer payments. All public
new and maintenance construction ( including force account) was treated
as purchases of these activit.ies from the respective construction sectors
rather than purchases of the items entering construction costs; e.g.,
materials, services, wages and salaries. Similar)J, government expenditures for health and education were treated as purchases of these activities from the hospital and education industries rather than as purchases
of individual cost items pertaining to such activities. However, purchases
of equipment pertaining to goTermnent activities, such as that used in
public construction, and in operation of public hospitals and schools,
were charged to the government account. Government interest payments
( except plif'ments to social insurance funds) and unilateral.a were handled
on a net basis. Government payments of interest to social insurance .funds
and c<mtributions to such funds were considered as real costs to government for services rendered and were therefore included in intragovemment
transactions. They were considered to be wage supplements in the same
sense as employer contributions to social insurance. The intragovernment
transactions also included payments of one government sector to another,
such as Federal grants-in-aid to the States.
Gross privata capital formation. The inputs into the gross
private capital fonnation sector represent outlays for goods and services
charged by business to capital account. In general, such outla7s were
tor new plant and equipment. However, l'ilere applicable, other costs of
acquiring capital assets were also charged to this sector.

The outlay tor new pla.11ts is shown in table I by the construction input into gross capital forma:.ion; it refers only to new private
construction. 10/ outlays for equipment comprise most of the other inputs
into the grossprivate capital formation sector; these were estimated by
procedures closely following those used by the Department of Commerce in
estimating its producers• durable equipment series. Ho118ver, the scope
of the gross capital formation sector in the interindustry analysis was
broadened to include outlq-s for labor and certain materials charged to
ca.pi tal account (where identifiable-such as installation of telephone
equipment), receipts of title abstract companies, commissions on transfers
of real property, the value of work done in motion picture production,
architectural and engineering fees not included in current construction
costs, research and development work by aircraft companies, and trade
margins on sales of second-hand equipment. g/
Outlays for capital equipment charged to current account were
not included in the gross private capital formation sector, but were
included in the nonautonomous or endogenous part of the table and, wherever
identifiable, charged to the individual industrr incurring such outlays. 12/

-

Though there ia no distinct output total or distribution which
corresponds exactly with the gross private capital formation column,
there is a related row which may be looked upon as an offset-capital
consumption by business, as measured in terms of depreciation aid other
capital consumption allowances. Thus, the entries along the respective
row would b·1 the depreciation and other capital consumption allowances
chargeable i,o t he various individual industries. !Jet investment 1'0Uld
be derived a a t he difference between the column and the row totals. Bowt!!lver, this rm:: does not appear explicit~ in the 200-eector tables because
data on depreciation and other capital consumption allowances applicable
to individual industries were not readily available at the time the tables

10/ Hew public construction appears as an input to 1be government,
aectors as does public maintenance construction. !Jo distinction was made
here between force account and contract construction. Oil and gas well
drilling has bean included as part of the outlay for construction. outlays for private maintenaice construction, however, are shown 1n the
intermediate portion of table I and, as such, were distributed to the
industries that incurred these expenditnres.
ll/ Margins on sales of aecond-hand passenger cars and trucks allocatea to business are also included in the producers• durable equipment
estimates of the Depart.ment of Commerce.
12/ In the past, the Departiment of Commerce included capital expenditures charged to current account as part of producers• durable equipment.
However, their new producers• durable equipment estimate, not yet released,
excludes such outlqa.
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were prepared; therefore, no attempt was made to segregate such charges
from various others included in the aggregate hou~ehold charge for each
industry. Consequently, these capital consumption allowances appear as
part of the general residual included in each industry's household row
entry in table I.
Inventory change. The inventory changes in table I refer to
finil5bed products only and are differentiated as between depletions and
additions, and w.i. thin each category, as between those relating to the
•producing industry" and those relating to •all other sectors." The
inventor;y values shown for the "producing inrustry" are on a net basis,
i.e., :tor any industry a value appears either in the additions column
or in the depletions column, but not in both. Inventory changes shown
:tor "all other sectors• are on a gross basis, i.e., values can appear in
both the additions and depletions columns of an industry. The acldi tions
(or depletions) represent the sum of all such ohangea on an individual
commodity basis tor large industrial. categories such as farms, manufacturers, wholesale trade, retail trade, and government. Each important
COlllllodity group was netted within the industrial category, e.g., the
net increase in mill stocks of liheat or the net decrease in wholesale
trade 1 s stocks of pctatoes was diatermined. In table III the aggregates
representing inventory additions are shown as positive entries and ttiose
representing inventory depletions appear as negative entries. The net
inventory change for the products of any industry can be derived by
swmn1ng the respective entries in all four inventory columns.
An alternative presentation would have been to show inventor,y
depletions as positive entries in corresponding rows rather- than as
negative entries in the indicated columns. Under such a procedure the
sum of all entries for an industry would have exceeded the current year
gross output of the industry b;y the corresponding value of inventory
depletions. The advantage of the present procedure is that the sum of
all entries tor an industry yields that gross output figurt:3 for each
industry llhieh is the denominator for calculation of input Ct)efficients.

Inventory data underlying the values in this table are for the
most part expressed in terms of book value, except as they relate to
agriculture, wholesale trade, and retail trade. In these latter areas
an attempt was made to revalue the respective inventories in ternEof
average 1947 prices. Theoretically, an inventory revaluation should have
been ca?Tied through for all industries, but because of the difficulties
of setting up appropriate price deflators and making appropriate adjustments to industry control totals and general lack of data, this was
considered not feasible.

.. 36 Households. The household column is comprised mostly of personal
consumption expenditures, including those of farm households for personal.
living requirements, and cost of direct personal taxes. Food produced
and consumed on farms was included but not the costs of farm operations.
Householders I purchases of dwelling uni ts for their own occu"})ancy were
not included here; these trarEactiona were treated as business investment
and allocated to gross p::ivate capital formation. Some expenditures by
individuals in connection with their business activities were included,
such as hand tools purchased by carpenters. Expenses of individuals for
travel related to their business activities were for the most part also
,included. Sine& the individual cell entries were expressed in producer's
values, transportation costs, trade margins, and excise taxes relating to
household purchases of ~oods and services were shown as direct payments
by households to the sectors producing these distributive cost items.
Sales taxes were treated in the sams manner as excise taxes, except that
those sales taxes reported as part of operating costs in trade were shown
as tax payments by trade and were subsequently covered in household payments to trade. Household purchases of second-hand items were !hown
only to the extent of the gross trade margins im'olved.
Rental payments covered both rents paid by tenante and imputed
rents of homeownere. Tenant paid rents included contract rent plus
utilities (heat, light, etc . ) not included in such contracts; they differed
from the space rent concept used by the Department of Commerce in its
coneumption expenditures series in that the latter exclu..ded all costs tor
utilities. For consistency imputed rentals were treated identically,
e.g., the imputation included the corresponding items. Practically all
maintenance of residential buildings was charged as a cost to the rental
industry and not to households. The small outlq for maintenance shown
in the household column represented actual maintenance outla;ys by tenants
not appearing as costs to the rental industry.
The household row :represents essentially all charges against
final demand, except pavments to foreign trade (noncompetitive bq)orts)
and payments to government (all taxes, including income taxes). The charges
can be segregated into factor charges and nonfactor charges. The factor
charges consist of wages and salaries, employer contributions to private
pension plans, royalties, interest, entrepreneurial income, and corporate
profits (atter taxes). The nonfactor charges consist of transfer payments
(including contributions and gifts), depreciation and am:>rtization, capital
outlays charged to current expense, losses and accidental. damage to fixed
capital (uninsured), business travel and entertainment (including reimbursement for personal car use), banking service cash charges to business,
and claim payments (primarily nonlife insurance), and are mstly business
cost items which are not considered as p~ents to indi vidual.s. These
items were included in t he household row for a variety or reasons. Capital.

consumption charges, which might properly belong in a gross private
capital formation row, were included 1n households because of' the difficulties or segregating these charges for each individual indnstr,y f'rom
the total charges against the final product oft.bat industry. Business
travel and entertainment charges were included he i-e to offset allocations
to households on t.be product side, which included purchases by individuals
of transportation and entertainment for business uses. Banking service
cash charges to business were included here to offset the allocation to
households of the portion of banking output (services) applicable to
business. Claim pa;yments included here refer mostly to nonlife insurance
claims paid to individuals as well as most nonlife insurance claims paid
to business. These items appear in the nonlife insurance column, being
a charge to that industry from households.
Transfe:r pa;yments, included in households as noted earlier,
were part of the household entry for the industi,- where such payments
originated. Thus, government transfer pqments are part of the household
entries in the government columns. Gover?llDent subsidies are also included
1n the household entries in the government columns. This means that the
profits ot the receiving industries had to be adjusted to exclude subsidies.
Otherwise, the outlays of those industries 110uld have exceeded the corresponding revenues derived from the sale of their products. The accounts could
then have been ;alanced only by adding the subsidies to the outputs ot the
respeptive industries and shoring government buying the additional. outputs.
This procedure 110uld have led to two aerious defects. First, the net
income of the respective industries would not have been consistent with
the market prices of their outputs; this situation could lead to serious
difficulties in applications ot the interindustr,y relations system to
problems ot price analysis and similar nonproduction models. Secondly,
the usefulness of currently constructed production indexes would have been
impaired tor comparative purposes since the output definitions would have
been inconsistent unless subsidl' proportions remained constant. A more
serious practical problem was that many agricultural. subsidies could not
be identified readily with a product.
The payments represented by the household row correspond, in
the main, to national income adjusted to exclude employers• payments of
pa;yroll taxes and corporate income taxes, and to include capital consumption allowances, indivicuals' receipts of insurance claims, and bad debt.
allowances.

Total ~ s output and rnss outlays. A row total of a conventional
lnterin tr;y array (bu not of the enclosed 000-sector table ot transactions) normally represents the value of current shipments, plus gross

additions to inventories, of the commodities and services allocated by
that sector. It covers., for the most general case., the follonng items:
(1) commodities shipped by plants classified within the industry-both
primary and secondary products; (2) primary products of the industry
produced elsewhere; (3) scrap sales, contract and commission work, and
electric energy sales and receipts for other activities of the producing
industry; (4) competitive imports at domestic port or landed value; (5)
additions to the producing industry's inventories of finished products;
and (6) depletions of the inventories of the producing industry's products
held elsewhere.
The interpretation of the column totals is similar to that of
the row totals. The column total covers all costs consistent with tbe
grot]s output and other items included in the row total, including iilventory depletions of the products of the industry wherever held, domestic
transfers-in, and the domestic port value (landed value) of competitive
and noncompetitive 1n1>orts.

The row and column totals for the enclosed table I are somewhat
different from the conventional array ( such as the 50-sector tables),
in that these totals represent gross domestic ou-q>ut on a current basis.
This was accomplished, of course, by inserting noncompetitive imports
and depletions as negative columnar entries. '.lhe algebraic sum of each
r01r, then, is the output total used for calculating the input coefficients
of table JI. Note that a similar set of tables (I, n, and correspondingly,
III) could be de,reloped to represent gross output on a dcmestic plus
com:peti tive imports ( or currently produced supply) basis by- adding co:mpeti tivia imports as a row and thus eliminating them as a negative column.
Inventory depletions could be treated similarly, but they are rarely
included in output for any type of analysis.
The sum at the lower right-hand corner or the array- llhich
indicates aggregate equality between all rows and columns of table I
has only limited significance. It represents a measure of total. transactions of the econontr for a specifically defined schematic portrayal of
the econonor, namely, that shown by table r. The mre detailed the table,
the larger is this value; the more aggregative the table, the smaller is
the value. Obviously, such a grand sum, starxtt.ng by itself, is meaningless as a measure of actual transactions in the economy during 1947.
Unallocated. As an inc\J.stry•s output was allocated to cotarumi.ng sectors,
some residual portion, in most cases, could not be assigned in &1V' reasonable manner. In order to account statistically for all output, this

residual. was distributed 'to the •unallocated Sector." AB the identified
expenditures by each industry were summed and compared with control totals
on costs, it was likewise necessary 'to compensate for gaps in knowledge
(or in estimating ability) by specifying a purchase of a lump sum of
materials and services from this unallocated sector. The sector is a
residual not only of products left unallocated in a pb1'sical sense, but
also of statistical discrepancies within the study resulting from Tariations in pricing and inadequacies ot the revaluation procedures.
For certain analytical uses ot the interindustr;y tables it
was considered advisable that the unallocated flows be completely distri-

buted. Retention of the unallocated sector, either in the endogenous or
exogenous portion of the matrix, could cause pervasive dis'tortions in the
an~tical results. It was felt that better results could be obtained
where unallocated flow-s had been completely distributed., even though the
techniques might be based almost entirely on crude judgaent estimates.
In a number of instances., some fairly firm negative inferences could be
drawn-that is, while the sectors to wi ich the unallocated production ot
a given industry- should be distributed are not knOJffl, at least sane of
the sect.ors to which it should not go could be reasonably detenained.
The attached transactions table {I), which includes no unallocated &110UDts
in either row or column, represents the results of such a procedure tor
eliminating the undistributed items in their entirety.

c.

Problelll8 in the Use or Interindustry Relations Tables

The operational significance or table III-•Direct and Indirect
Requirements Per Million Dollars of Final Demand11-has been explained in
earlier parts of this paper, particularly in part A of this technical
appendix. The uee of the general. solution in table III for ana.lyt,ic
problems assumes that the relations implicit in the table are a fair
approximation or those which maintain for other years not too distant
from 1947. This assumption is probably valid for problems which allow
a fair margin of error in the results. Other statemnts in part A
indicate that table II-"Direct Purchases Per Killion Dollars of Outputncan be used directly for a specific solution to a problem involving a
given bill of goods. The direct use of a table of input coefficients
(rather than of inverse coefficients) is usually advisable when the
problem under consideration is of such a nature as to demand projection
ot a fair number of coefficients into future year situations. This
problem will be discussed immediately below., but most or the remaining
discussion ld.11 refer to use of the table or inverse coefficients (table
III).

- 40 .Bensed coefficients
For certain important problems in which substantially precise
answers tor each industry•s production levels are needed., it is generally
advisable to re-examine the input coefficients and provide new ones
wherever substantial change is indicated for the period under consideration.
These new coefficients may take the form of either more current relationships or projected ones. It will usuall.Jr be worthwhile to consider these
changes carefully and to apply considerable effort toward a thorough
revision, even if only good judgment is used in place of data in some
instances.
Once the coefficients have been revised., it is an imposing
problem to consider the necessary adjustments of the inverse matrix
(table III) to correspond with the changes in the input coeffid.ents
(table II revised to incorporate the new coefficients). In general it
is mu.ch more simple to calculate a new inverse. This, however., is not
practical for the user of these tables who does not have large-scale
electronic computing equipment at his disposal.. Hence the best procedure
is to calculate a specific solution ( rather than a general one) by using
the revised table II. Ordinary tabulating equipment currently available
can accommodate such a specific solution in reasonable time.
Application of bills of goods
Wnether the problem to be solved involves the use of a general
solution (table III) or requires a specific solution (using table II),
it is 11ecessary that an independent variable be specified before production i.evels can be determined. This independent variable ma, take the
- form of either a complete bill of goods covering all autonomous sectors
or a partial bill of goods covering one or more or such sectors. No
lt' atter which is to be used, it is necessary to emphasize the great care
and effort which must be taken, in order to counteract axry assumption
that simple possession of the 1947 tables leads to quick and easy solutions for important problems.
Applications of bills or goods to table III for solution of
important problems for periods other than 1947 will provide re&ilts in
terms of output requirements for the given period from the domestic
econom;r only. This follows from the structure of the enclosed tables in
that the output totals which were uaed as the denominators tor calculation
of coefficients (in table II) represented such current period domestic
output during 1947. However, the expected competitive imports and iuven-tory depletions for years under consideration in a contemplated bill ot
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past years enter into the supplying of requirement.a for materials. Thus,
these i te:ms must be specified in advance in an analytic problem in order
to be consistent with the coefficients in the tables (II and III) and
the interpretation of answers in the .Cashion indicated by the structure
of the transactions table (I). Competitive imports and all inventory
depletions should be shown as negative entries for the appropriate
producing sectors in any bill of goods determination. The anal.yet familiar with national income accounts will recognize this procedure as
essentially similar to stating foreign trade in the bill af goods on a
"net foreign investment• 13/ basis (exports minus competitive imports)
and inventories on a •netdomestic investment• basis (increases less
depletions).
Detailed final demand st.ipulations
For most problems seeking the detailed production requirements
brought about by a complete set of final demands the following items will
need prior stipulation:
1. Foreign Trade
a. u. s. Exports
b. u. s. Competitive Imports at Domestic Port Value
(negative final demands)
Derivation of detailed requirements from. the domestic economy
will necessitate appropriate initial ent.ries in the final
demands for 8J1P orts and imports by producing industry. Noncompetitive imports, which have no counterpart d:>mestic indUs1;:ry', will not make final demands upon the economy and are
excluded. However, separate cal.culations of both noncompeti tiv,
imports and other items entering into the balance of payments
mq be desirable in order to reconcile with 31:JY' balance of
payments totals which mq have been projected for the period
in the original preparation of economic magnitudes for assistance as controls.
2.

Construction
a. Hew
b. 11&1.ntenai ce
Constmction will be best represented as designated final
demands upon its first-order inputs ( as in columns 211 and 212
of table I). Thus the bill of goods will contain stipulated
deliveries by industries which produce building materials and

i3/ It is not exactly the same, for •net foreign investment• includes
various other adjustments for items ( such as noncompetitive imports) which
are not specified in the bill of goods.

construction services. The construction sectors are generally
specified autonomously because of the general independence
trom sector production levels exhibited by construction trends
and because of the variegated composition of the construction
activity. The numerous subsectors of construction should
normally be estimated separately in projecting a construction
bill of goods, but this cannot be done without separate data
on each., such as is available in the project files. Use of
the 1947 input structures for total new construction and total
maintenance construction automatically implies 1947 waights
for each of the subsectors.

3. Gross Private

Capital Formation

Thia sector• s composition has been explained in some detail
in part B of this technical appendix. The most important
components are producers• durable equipment items., such as
those appearing in gross national product series. The "sale"
of new private construction to this sector., as in table I,
will not be needed, since the construction bill of goods will
automatically provide for it. Part B indicated numerous items
appearing in this sector which are not normally classed with
producers• durable equipment.

4.

Federal Gowrnment
and

5. State and Local Gownaents
These sectors are most simply treated like construction in
that final demand is represented by first-order inputs (such
as those in colwms 215 and 22> of table I), which can be
projected to future years by movements of control totals.
This automatically :maintains the 1947 proportions ot the various
subactivities ot these sectors. This as~tion is probably
not too unreasonable for mst State and local activities and
:tor the nondetenae portion of Federal Government., but serious
distortion can arise by not separately considering defense
expenditures. For similar reasons., it is usually advisable to
consider the construction activities of both sectors as part
of the construction sector. Thus the allocation of construction
to the government sectors., as in table I, need not be considered
in the bill of goods.

6. Household Expenditures ( column 200)
The composition o:r this sector is very similar to that of the
conSU11er expenditure series in the gross national product
accounts. The discussion in part B above went more fully into
the additional items appearing in households. These mst be
considered, of course, in developing a proper bill or goods
for this sector.
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Inventoey Change
Table I indicates four different subsectors bearing on inventory change tor 8lI¥ producing sector. In developing a bill
ot goods it is not necessary to consider ear.h, for all tbat is
required is the sum total for each row. This sector is probably'
the moat difficult to project into future years, for assumptions
often need be made which prejudge production levels before such
levels are determined. This usually requires extensive investigation into the history of each commodity-producing sector
and further consideration or the general economic conditions
aaswned in the model as tbey affect this essential~ dynamic
element of the economy.

a.

Small Ams and Small Arms AJDumition

These sectors need no special discussion except to indicate
the importance of separately estimating military end,>roducts
as part of the bill of goods in models which refer to years
in which military requirements are important. Prior discussion
indicated wb;y these sectors appeared in table I and not in
tables ll and III.
Partial bills of goods

The discuHion up to this point has been concerned with application to table III of a complete set ot projected final. demands. One
of the operational requirements has been the designation for each producing sector of negative final demams repre aenting competitive imports
and inventory depletions. To illustrate, the following holds for anyindustry: Total final demand equals the sum of demands by- households,
by goTernment, for exports, etc., :mime the SUll of competitive imports
and all stock depletions. The application o! a complete i,et of such
deaand totals to table III will yield current domestic production requirement• by each producing industry consistent with the final demands.

It is of ten desirable to determine the impact of an individual
For instance, the
steel or copper production requirements consistent with a certain standard
of consumption expenditures is important information in itself. Similarly,
it might be important to know the ettect of a proposed export program
upon the domestic econom;y.
"
Unfortunately, the present composition of table III (and, of
course, tables I aid IT) is not amenable to definitive answers of questions
such as the type posed. If a single final demand sector is stipulated in
a manner conceptually equivalent with the final demand expressions in
table I, its demands upon the productive mechanism of the economy will be
met parti~ by cu~rent domestic production and partially by competitive
:imports and stock depletions. In other words, lilatever the stipulation
of competitive imports and stock depletions for the year under consider~
tion might have been, the results for a single final demand sector would
have been consequently affected.
final demand sector upon the econoJIG"'S production.

Otbe~ presentations of interindustry relations data have been
more amenable to the securing of proper results for less than complete
bills of goods. The 50-sector tables
released in late 1951 were of
this nature, i.e., the gross outpvt figure used as the denominator for
calculation of coefficients included competitive imports. The BLS expects
to have shortly a::>o-aector tables, similar in nature to the 5:>-sector
tables, which will be adjusted to include competitive imports in the
gross output totals. It is not certain whether such tables will be made
available in published form.

!!tf

Problems of classification, val.uation, and pricing
The specification of bills of goods for interindustry relations
production models is essentially a data problem. Typical.ly the economic,
political, social, and other assumptions implicit in the model are evaluated in terms of well-known economic magnitudes such as gross national
product. It is then necessary to consider the specific levels of bills
of goods which will be consistent with these agnitudes. Available
statistical series from govenment and private sources can be used, but
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The tables and the use of them for problems involving both complete
or partial bills or goods are giT8Il ina \f. D. Evans and 11. Hoftenberg,
"The Interindustry Relations Stud;y for 1947,• The Review of Economics and
Statistics, liq 1952, Cambridge, Kass.a Harvard University Presa, PP•
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- 45they have to be considered carefully from the viewpoint of correspondence
with interindustry classification systems. They fa-ther require adjustment of prices to levels consistent with those in the 1947 transactions
chart (table I) in order to make use of table III (or table II) for
solutions.
There are other problems relating to valuation of certain types
of imputed transactions, the handling of certain transactions which are
unique to interindustry tables, the treatment of different -cypes of sales
by the same industry, and a host of others, many ot which have been
indicated elsewhere in this report. Since a coq>lete discussion of these
problems is beyond the scope of this presentation, the reader is referred
to several other publications for details. The Evans-IIoffenberg article
in the )(q 1952 issue of The Review of Economics and Statistics, and a
paper they presented at the October 1952 Conference on Research in Income
and Wealth, entitled "The Uses of Interindustry- Relations Data and Methods•
will be useful. other BLS papers presented at the Conference will be
usef'u.l also, particularly those on final demand areas. These includea

s. A.

Jaffe-Final Demand Sectors of the 1947 Interindust1"7 Relations
study
I. H. Licht-The Government Sector
M. Weitzman and P. 11. Ritz-Foreign Trade in the 1947 Interindustry
Study
D. I. Siskind-Construction in the 1947 Interindustry Stuo;y
s. Hetreba-The Development of the Bill of Goods for Interindustey
Analysis
Other problems in the use of the interindustry tables
The prior discussion bas been concerned entirely with production
models dependiDg upon the stipulation of a bill of goods. The serious
probleJ118 raised with respect to revision of coefficients and developing
final demand estimates consistent in concept and quality with the coefficients are real enough, but they were mentioned mainly t.o emphasize the
importance of maintaining high standards in developing all the material
that is needed to implement the solution of a problem. No mention was
made of the feasibility tests which should be applied to the results of
a problem for proper interpretation and understanding. ,ls a minimum it
is necessary to develop proper production indexes· for judging whether the
production requirements resulting from an analytic application are
consistent with existing production levels or whether additional capacity
need be developed. Another facet of the results llhich needs consideration

- 46 as to feasibility is the set of implied employment levels consistent
with production requirement.a. This generally requires the development.
of indexes of employumt, productivity, and working hours to allow
comparison of implied employment w1 th current and projected employment.
The present discussion has referred to problems that are faced
in periods of mobilization planning--periods which are generally inflationary. The approach can contribute also for solution of problems during
periods of unemployment. For example, during a recession or with one in
the offing, it might be urged that the government undertake a public works
program to increase employment or that it decrease taxes to stimulate
business. The interindust:ry relations analysis could help trace the
differential effect upon various economic sectors of such policies and
thus provide infornation which the authorities could consider in deciding
upon suitable implementation. The technique could help decide which of
alternative policies would be JBOst taTorable tor increasing or maintain-•
1ng emplO)'Wlmlt, consumption, or investment and, ot course, all three.
The reader is referred to the two articles by' Evans and Hoffenberg previously mentioned tor a more extensive discussion of areas of
use and interences which can be made from the interindustry tables and
methods.
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The

interindu■try

classification system

The 200-sector table• herein discussed repre ■ ent a condensation ot more detailed data available in the Bureau ot Labor
Statistics on a 450- to 500-sector basis. Because of the difficult presentation problems, tables incorporating such detail will
probably never be published. However, the classification system
showing the link between the two systems is a"Vailable from the
BLS in a classification manual, which is herein incorporated by
reference. This manual, entitled: "Industrial Classification
Manual for the 1947 Interindustry Relations Study," shows, in
addition, the relation of each sector to the industrial delineations of the SIC and, where applicable, of the 1947 Census of
Manufactures. It includes a set ot attached appendices describing:
(A)

the general source ot the control totals tor each
sector;

(B)

the detailed listing ot charges against tinal
demand;

(C)

salient output totals, including transfers-in;

(D)

short Yerbal de■criptions of each industry; and

(E)

canparisons of control totals tor I-0 manufacturing
sectors with totals tor corresponding sectors in the
Census ot Manufactures: 19ll-7, Vol. II.

Some ot the output total• in appendix Cot the classification
manual and saae ot the verbal description■ in appendix Dot that
manual do not accord exactly with those tor the industries appearing
in the enclosed 200-sector tables. The differences are generally
due to the tact that the data appearing in the tables represent an
earlier stag~ of both data retin•ent and specification of industry
ccapo■ ition.

It will be noted that the gros ■ output totals tor Dt sectors
are usually less than the sum ot the aeparate gross output totals tor
the I-0 industries included. The differences are equal to the sum of
canpetitive imports transferred in to the I-0 sectors and "tictitious"
domestic transfers-in; i.e., some portion of the secondary products ot
an I-0 industry was primary to the EM industry in which it was included
and hence the gross output of the ccmbined (DI) industry had to be
reduced to elim.inate the double counting.
Attachment 2 to this technical appendix gives the output
totals appearing in table I and the transfers-in and transfers-out
that correspond with these le!•ls.
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.l:t;t&chaent 2 to Technical Appendix

Transfers in :relation to gross domestic out:p1t
following table gives a series of important totals
useful in umerstanding the composi ti.on of the industries a1>pearing in table I enclosed. Included in Bddi tion to gross
domestic rutpit (col. 1) are transfers-in (col. 2), gross output
less transfers-in {col. J), transfers-out (col. 4), and gross
outpit less transfers-out ~col. 5).
The

Knowledge of transfers-in and transfers-out helps
in the interpretation of the various allocations of table r.
'!bus gross output less transfers-in accords closely with the
basic srurce, 5UCh as the Census of Hanufacturess 1947, used in
establiehing the output of the primary industry. On the other
hand, gross rutput less transfers-out gives, in effect, the
total supply of primary product. This also can be compared
with the Census of Hanufacturess 194? ,{Standard Table · 6 in Vol.
rr). It indicates also the extent to which the distribution
along a row in table I might be due to direct allocations
rather than indirect. It gives similar indications with respect to column entries in table I and the extent of transfersin as a percentage of groes output.
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EM

No.

Industry

leas trans-

ckae1tic

au

ters-in
3

t
1

1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

Meat animals and products •• $9,801.7
3,8~.o
Poultry and eggs•••••••••••
5,062.9
Farm dairy products••••••••
Food and teed grains••••••• 11,004.2

. ..
...
...

....
"

fers-out
5

• ••
•••
•••

Cotton •••••••••••••••••• ,•••

2,222.7 •••

•••

"
"

•••
• ••

Tobacco••••••••••••••••••••
Oil-bearing crops••••••••••
Vegetables and truita ••••••

884.1 • • •
1,060.6
i..,012.5 • • •
1,953.7 •••

"n
•

...

"

• ••

9 All other agricultural•••••
10 Pisheriee, hunting,
and trapping • • • • • • • • • • • • •

11 Iron ore mining••••••••••••
12 Copper mining••••••••••••••
13 Lead and zinc mining•••••••
14 Bauxite mining••••••·•••••••
15 Other metal mining••••••••••
16 Coal ■ining ••••••••••••••••
17 Crude petroleua and natural

...........................

18 Stone, aand, clay, and
abrasives•••·•••••·••••••·

19

8u.l1ur ••••••••••••••••••••••

20

Other nomaetallic minerals ••

...

404.7

•••

323.9

...

292.2
8.5

...

•••

"
"

•••

"

180.5 •••

77.8 •••
3,036.4 •••

•••

• ••
• ••

.• ..••

"

• ••
• ••

4,157.4 • ••
633.6
85.2
167.0

21 Meat packing and poultry •••• 11,106.1 93.4
ProceHed dairy prodltcta •••• 3,646.7
35.3
23 Canning and preaerYing ••••·• 2,725.3 251.8
24 Grain mill products••••••••· 5,3".1 88.6
7.0
25 Bakery products••••••••••••• 3,352.1

"
"
"n
n
II

n

•
same

•
"

II

~,071.0

0.1
•••
32.0

•••

22

same

11,012.7
3,611.4

373.5
31.8

89.0

2,473.5
5,255.5
3,345.1

100.6
35.8

....

633.5

135.0

10,732.6

3,614.9

2,636.3

5,243.5
3,316.3

26 Miscellaneous tood products. 6,633.2 21t.6.7
1.1
27 Sugar••••••••••••••••••••••• 1,180.4
28 Alcoholic beverages •••·•••·• 2,724.7 16.3
1.2
29 Tobacco manuf'acturea •••••••• 2,565.4

6,386.5

liol.O

2,708.4
2,5~.2

19.9
7.4

2,558.0

62.7

8,033.4

303.6

7,792.5

799.5

21.5

8oo.4

1,179.3

3.2

6,232.2

1,177.2

2,704.8

30 Spinning, weaving, and

dyeing••••••••••••••••••••

8,096.1

31 Special textile products ••••
32 Jute, linen, cordage, twine.

821.9
254-9

97.li-

33 Canvas products •••••••••••••
3~ Apparel•·••••••••·•••••••••• 11,331t..5
35 Rouae furnishings, etc. ••••• 1,805.6

22.i..

28.4
6.4

226.5

18.3

11,316.2
1,497.6

308.0

91.0

30.4
7.6

14.4
145.0

224.5
89.8
11,320.1

1,66o.6
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Contirmed

( In millions)

En
Noa

Industry

Gross Trans- Grose output Trans- Gross output
domestic fera- less tram••• fers• less transoutput in
out
fera-out
fers-in
(1)

(2)

36
37

Sawmills, planing and veneer

38
39
40

3,199.4
275.5
Fabricated wood products•••• 1,003.1
Wood containers and cooperage
588.o

41
42

43

Wood furniture•••••••••••••• 1,4&4.3 105.2
Metal furniture. • ••••••••••••
8'74.8 79.3
Partitions, screens, shades•

44
45

945.0
Pulp mills••••••••••••••••••
Paper and board mills •••••• • 2,823.3

46
47
48

Converted paper products••••
Printing and publishing •• •. •
Industrial inorganic
chemicals••••••••••••••••••
Industrial organic chemicals
Plastics materials ••••••••••

l3)

(4)

(5)

t85be7 t41.1

$815.6

•••

t856.7

47.0
10.7
42.9

3.152.4

3 ,Ob3.0

9b0.2
522.2

$136..4
14.1
82.3
lb.4

1,359.1
795.5

52.3

1,412.0

99.2

715.b

514.4
945.0
2,823.3

b9.8
10.0
5.1

499.0
935.0
2,818.2

10.j

3.,320.3
6,54.1..9

76.2
337.5

3,327.8
6,214.7

1,094.3 161.?
1.,072.3 202.3
592.2 101.0

932.6
1,470.0
491.2

99.3
262..4

53.9

995.0
1,409.9
538.3

55

253.2 27.9
Synthetic rubber••••••••••••
726.5 20.4
Synthetic fiber•••••••••••••
Explosives and fireworks • •• •
158.8
2.3
Drugs and medicines••••••••• 1,269.7 59.4
Soap and related products••• 1,533.4 151 •.3

225.3
706.1
156.s
1,210 •.3
1,382.1

7.6
21.1
18.4
97.2
138.0

245.6
705.4
l40o4
1,172.5
1,395.4

56
57
58
59
60

Paints and allied products •• 1,627.0
57o4
15?.l
5.8
Chm and wood chemicals••••••
522.8
7.4
Fertilizers•••••••••••••••••
Vegetable oils•••••••••••••• 1.912.6 233.3
775.5 351.5
Animal oils•••••••••••••••••

1,569.6
151•.3
515.4
1.679.3
424.0

69.2
17.?
25.9
58.5
41.5

1,557.8
139.4

61

111.scellaneous chemical. indns-

62
63

tries •••••••••••••••••••••• 1.639.9 325.s
Petroleum products •••••••••• 7,572.7 99.5
Coke and products••••••••••• l,l ?008 24.6
Paving and roofing materials
405.4 14.9
Tires and inner tubes••••••• 1,664.6 76.3

1,314.1
7,473.2
1,146.2
390.5
1,588 •.3

162.8
65.2
16.4
14.4
158.2

1,.477.1
7,507.5
1,154.4
391.0
1,506.4

49
50

51
52

53
54

64

65

IDgging • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

milla ••••••••••••••••••••••

Plywood•••••••••••••••••••••

etc. •·•••··•••·••••••••••••

5b8a8

3,404.0

b,552.2

b5.8

54.4

•••
•••
fr3 .·1

2b4o8

2ble4

920.s
571.6

49bo9

1,854.1
734.0
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No.

Industry

66
6?
68
69
70

Miscellanews rubber products.
Leather tanning and finishing.
Other leather products •••••••
Footwear {excluding rubber) ••
Glass

?l

Cel1l8nt •••••••••••••••••••••••

72
73
74

Structural clay products • ••• •
Pottery and related products ••
Concrete and plaster products.
Abrasive products••••••••••••

Continued

(In millions)
Gross ,Trans-,Gross output .T rans- Gross ou tp.it
domestic £ere- less trans- fers- less transoutmt in
out
fers-out
fers-in
{3)
(1)
(2)
(5)
{4}
$1,182.9
1,071.8
519.5
2;100.9
1,120.5

$142.8
21.4
13.4
?.6
7.7

$1,191.3
1,053.8
523.7
2,106.3
.1,144.7

0.2
11.5
9.0
14.3
34.6

410.4
3?6.4
305.8
611.1
227.4

2.3
10.9
11.1
10.9
16.0

408.3
377.0
303.7
614.5
246.0

363.3 36.0
Asbestos products••••••••••••
Other miscellanecus nonmetal256.3
2.3.3
lie minerals••••••••••••••••
b.?
Blast furnaces••••••••••••••• 1,881.2
Steel works and rolling mills• 7,?00.3
23.2
Iron foundries ••••••••••••••• 1,532.5 169.0

32?.3

76.1

2f!7.2

233.0
l ,f!74.5
7,671.1
1,363.5

13.8
29.3
693.8
108.4

242.5
1,851.9

Steel foundries ....•...•••••.
489.9
Primary copper••••••••••••••• 1,072.5
Copper rolling and drawing••• 1,334.3
35?.6
Primary lead•••••••••••••••••
256.1
Primary zinc •••••••••••••••••

73.9
16.8
59.6
30.3
37.0

416.0
1,055.7
1,2?4.?
327.3
219.1

48.9
4?.8
113.?
82.4
21.6

441.0
1,024.?
1,220.6
2?5.2
2.34.5

21.2

?9,5

.5

100.2

201.2 10.0
284.6 124.0
439.9 1.4.4
849.9 118.0

191.2
160.o
425.5
?31.9

36.4

164.8

•••

284.6

16.8
242.5

423.1

610.? 46.0
473.1 102.3
8.6
694.9
8.7
151.6
480.J 43.9

564.?
3?0.8
686.3
142.9
436.4

33.8
29.0
29.0
9.6
60.?

5?6.9
444.1
665.9
142.0
419.o

635.8 51.5
Hardware, n.e.c. •••••••••••••
Metal plumbing and vitreous
412.0 42.4
fixtures••••••••••••••••••••
98 Heating equipnent •••••••••••• 1,419.2 156,1
99 Structural metal products•••• 1,649.2 14?.l
100 Boiler shop products and pipe.
964.1 1.40.0

584.3

99.9

5.35.9

• 369.b

48.1
168.2
168.3
158.3

363.9
1,251.0
1.400.9
805.8

?5

76
??
78
79
80
81
82

83
84
85
86

F:!7

88

89

........................

Primary nonfeITous mgt.,s.ls,
n.e.c • .....•....••...••..•••
,
Nonferrous metal rolling,
n.e.c • ••••••••••••••••••••••
Primary alumirru.m •••••••••••••
Alumirum rolling and drawing ••

90

Secondary nonferrous metals ••

91
92
93
94
95

Nonferrous foundries•••••••••
Iron and steel forgings••••••

96

Tin cans and other tin ware • •

Cutlery••••••••••••••••••••••

Tools and general hardware •••

$1,334.1 $151.2
1 /J?5.2
3.4
53?.l l?.6
2,113.9 13.0
1,152.4 31.9
410.6
38'7.9
314.8
625.4
262.0

100.?

o/7

1,263.1
1,502.1
824.1

7,006.5

1,424.1

6(1'/ ~
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BK

No.
101
102
103
104
105

Industry

Continued

(In millions)
Gross
trans- Gross output Trans- Gross output·
domestic ters- lees trans• ter1S- leae transout
outmt 1n
ten-in
ter•-out
(l}
(2)
(})
(4)
c,J

Metal stampings•••••••••••••• 11,394.7 1221.3
Metal coating and en.graving••
248.4
•••
526.5 48.b
Lighting fixtures••••••••••••
882.0 378.0
Fabricated wire products•••••
203.2 29.2
Metal ba?Tels, drums, etc. •••

11,173.4
248.4
471.9
504.0
174.0

$179.7
6.9
148.2

$1,215.0

28.,3

64.2

378.3
~-8
174.9

241.5

106 'lubes and foils ••••••·•·•••••
107 Miscellaneous fabricated metal

88.8

6.9

81..9

,3.8

85.0

products•••••••··•••••••••••

147.b
128.0

44.7
38.0

1Q2.9

90.0

7.5
51.2

140.1
?6.8

products•••••••••••••·••••••

774.7
15?.5

83.7
2b.9

691.0
130.6

50.s
18.8

723.9
1.38.7

111 Internal combustion engines • •
81.5.b 128.0
112 Farm and industrial tractors •• 1,143.0
71.4
113 Farm equipnent ••••••·••••••••
9'70.6 65.0
114 Construction and mining machinery ••••••••••••••••••••• 1,100.6 164.3
115 Oil-field machinery and tools.
316.3 22.7

6fr'!.6
1,071.6
905.6

166.7
175.9
94.4

648.9
967.1
fr/6.2

936.3
293.6

129.5
34.6

9'71.1
281.7

ing ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1,134.6 104.2
11? Cutting tools, jigs, etc.••••
765.1 134.9
118 Special industrial machinery •• 2,0l.4.7 20?.9
119 Pumps and compressors••••••••
658.7 97.0
120 Elevators and conveyors ••• •••
410.7 56.1

1,030.4
630-2_
1,006.8
561.7
354.6

158.2
15?.8
105.0
'Y'/.7

'1'/6.4
709.5
1,856.9
553.?
.353.0

l?l.O 2s.o
500.4 60.4
549.1 ll5.2

143.0
440.0
433.9

32.?
90~
84.4

138.3
410.2
464.7

108 Steel springs ••••••••••••••••
109 Nuts,, bolts, and screw machine
110 Steam engines am turbines•••

llb Machine tools and metal work-

121
122
123
124

Blowers and fans•••••••••••••
Power transmission equilJllent ••
Industrial machinery, n.e .c • •
CoJ1111.ercial machines and equip-

55.b

ment. n.e.c. •••••••••••••••• 1,038.9
125 Refrigeration equipnent •••••• 1,489.1

59.5
94.7

'179.4
1,394.4

100.s
169.0

938.1
1·,32:>.1

12b
127
128
129
130
131
1.32
13.3
134
1.35

Valves and fittings••••••••••
Ball and roller bearings •••••
Machine shops••••••••••••••••
Wiring devices and graphite • •
Electr:i.cal lllfl&suring instru-

705.0
387.0
459.6
512.1

55.3
12.b
42.1
57.2

649.7
3?4.4
417.5
454.9

122.2
50.7
12b.b
54.1

582.8
336.3
33.3.0
458.0

ments ••••••••••·••••••••••••

18b.7

30.9

155.8

24.0

162.7

Motors and generators•••••••• 1,094.5 b8.2
39.1..3 28.3
Transformers••••••••·•···••••
701.0 66.l
Electrical. control apparatus••
246.0 66.0
Electrical. welding apparatus ••
Electrical appliances•••••••• 1,525.4 212.6

l,02b.3
363.0
634.9
180.0
1,312.8

164.4
50.4

930.1
340.9
647.7
227.J
1,403.8

53.3

18.7
121.b
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No.

Industry

(In millions}
Gross Trans- Gross outpit 'j'rans- 9ross outpit
domestic fers- less trans- fers- 1ess transoutpit
in
out
fers-oat
fers-in
{l.J

{2)

136
137
138
139
140

Insulated wire and cable •• • •• • $1,008.'t $63.6
Engine electrical equipment •• •
387.0 30.5
9.1
3c:t7 .3
Electric lamps••••••••••••••••
Radio and related products•••• 1,619.'t
52.4
134.0
5.6
Tubes•••••••••••••••••••••••••

141
142
143
144
145

Co111111mications equipment •• ••••
Storage batteries•••••••••••••
Primary batteries•••••••••••••
X-ray apparatus•••••••••••••••

146
147
148
149
150

Truck trailers ••••••••••••••••
164.0
138.3
Auto trailers•••••••••••••••••
Aircraft and parts•••••••••••• 1,604.9
Ships and boats •••••••••••••••
932.0
423.0
Locomotives •••••••••••••••••••

151
152
153
154

Railroad equipment••••••••••••
Motorcycles and bicycles••••••
Instruments, etc. •••••••••••••
Optical, ophthalmic and photographic equipment••••••••••••
155 Medical and dental instruments.,
and supplies•••••••••••••••••

156
157
158
159
160

{3)

{5)

{4)

$945.l
356.5
298.2
1,567.3
129.2

$105.l
174.7

$903.6

28.0

6.8

279.3
1,525.0
128.0

759.6
300.7
85.8
00.2
ll,'+92.7

50.4
208.9
7.8
2.0
262.b

727.8
91.8
79.0
61.5
12,257.1

16.4
1.7
48.2
11.6
65.8

14?.6
136.6
1,556.7
920.4
357.2

11.9
22.4
21.2
5.9

152.1
137.1
1,582.5
910.8
417.1

793.4
24?.7
574.1

23.6
35.8
65.4

769.8
211.9
508.7

25.7
21.9
44.4

767.?
225.8
529.?

024.5

18.3

606.2

24.3

600.2

393.3

22.6

370.7

45.1

348.2

397.9
762.9
127.4
599.7
299.8

9.8
19.4
s.2
50.0
14.9

388.1
743.5
119.2
548.9
284.9

32.5
4.2

24.J

118.S

.373-.6
730.4
123.2
561.o
181.3

161 Plastic products••••••••••••••
545 •.3 40.8
162 Corle products •••••••••••••••••
8.9
39.2
163 Motion picture production•••••
461.7
•••
164 Miscellaneous mamfactured
products ••••••••••••••••••••• 2,063.5 543.3
265 Waste products and metal ••••••
406.8 406.8

504.5
30.3
461.7

b3e?
.3.4
4.9

481.6
.35.8
456.8

1,520.2

231.1

Motor vehicles

•..........•.•••

Watches and clocks••••••••••••
J8"81.ry and silverware ••••••• •
1'lsical instruanta and parts ••

Toys and sporting goods •••• • • •
Office supplies•••••••••••••••

266 waste products, nonmetal ••••••
16? Electric light and power••••••
168 Natural, marmfactured, and
mixed gas••••••••••••••••••••
169 Railroads•••••••••••••••••••••
170 Trucking••••••••••••••••••••••

778.2
JOO.?

18.6

•••

86.8
1.0
4.1
o4.3
12,519.7 1,021.0

94.7

.6

JS.?

212.J

•••

• ••

1,832.4
406.8

•••

192.4 192.4
4,436.5 45.5

4,391.0

• ••
•••

192.4
4,436.5

1,751.0
9,959.0
3,932.1

1,738.5
9 ,879 •.3

10.1
136.6

1,740.9
9,822.4
3,932.1

12.5
79.7
15.4

3,916.7

•••
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Continued

(In millions)

EM

No.

171
1?2
173
174
175

Industry-

Gross Trans- Gross outpit Trans- Gross outpit'
domestic fers- less trans- fers- less transQ.lt
fers-out
outpit in
fers-in
(2)
(3)
(4)
(1)
l5J

Warehousing an~ storage••••••• $541.2 $25.4
Overseas transportation••••••• 2,055.4
•••
Other water transportation•••• 1,030.0 •••
783.8 •••
Air transportation••••••••••••
358.J
Pipeline transport.ation •••••••
•••

176 Wholesale trade••••••••••••••• lE,,101.8
177 Retail trade•••••••••••••••••• 25,658.3
178 Local and highway transportation ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3,240.6
179 Telephone and telegraph••••••• 2,758.4
180 Eating and drinking••••••••••• 13,2&8.5

same

"
"

$59.2

•••
•••

3.0

$482.0
same

"

780.8
356.9

"

1.4

•••

•••

"
"

37.3

25,621.0

•••
•••

"

44.3

J ,196.3
same
13,268.5

•••

95.7

lJ,1?2.8

"

•••
•••

•••
•••
34.1
•• •

same

•••
•••
•••
•••

181
182
183
184
185

Banking, finance, and insurance 12,669.9
Hotels•••••••·•••••••••••••••• 1,388.J
Real estate and rentals••••••• 28,932.4
Laundries and dry cleaning•••• 2,017.b
Other personal services••••••• 2,406.2

1~
18?
188
189
190

Advertising, including radio •• J,810.5 267.8
Business services••••••••••••• 1,297.J
•••
Auto repair services •••••••••• 3,952.2
•••
Other repair services ••••••••• 1,550.0
•••
Motion pictnres, etc. ••••••••• 2,944.J
• ••

191 Medical, dental, etc. ••••••••• 8,946.7
192 Nonprofit institntiona •••••••• 7,3.35.b

$515.8

•••

•• •

•••

"

28,898.3
same

"
3,542.7
same

"
"
"

•

"

6J.6

•••

41.4
• ••
• ••
• ••
•••

•••

same

same

"

28,932.4
same
2,342.6
J,810.5
1,255.9
same

"

•
"
"
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Attachment 3 to Technical Appendix
Handling of waste products and byproducts in the 200-Sector tables

waste products and byproducts have been given special
treatment in the enclosed interindustry tables. The discussion of
table I indicates that both identifiable waste products and important byproducts have been placed in special rows and colums rather
than included w1 th other allocations from producing to actual conswning sectors. In table II the waste product and byproduct rows
and columns have been eliminated; the combined am011nts for each
producing sector have been treated as if they were pa.rt of the
intra-industry cell in table I and hence appear as part of the corresponding input coefficient in table rr. '!he analytic reason for
this adjustment has been stated several times, 'but there is a related operational reason, eY.tending to the use of table m, which
needs clarification. Elimination of waste product and byproduct
allocations from structural. interconnections between producing and
consuming industries clearly prevents these items from affacting
requirements for the major outpit of the producing sector. It
remains necessary, however, to account for these items as part of
outpit, since they are significant in the interpretation of analytic results•
'!here were two available alternatives for handling this
problem. The first was to include the waste product and byproduct
amounts in the bill of goods and thus eliminate them entirely from
the coefficient,s. This meant that these items would have had to
be estimated exogenously in any analytic prob.1.Em. This would have
been both time-consuming and d1fficu1.t, for many of the estimates,
particularly those of byproducts, indicated, and properly so, a
proportionate relationship with total outpit. Effectively, this
meant that it would be necessary to estimate the dependent variable before deciding on the independent variable• It was decided
that a simple method of accomplishing this was to use the other
ready alternative--consider the allocations as part of intraindustry- transfers. This approach automat:f.cally related the waste
product and byproduct amounts to total outpit in the same proportion as the base period. Also the problem of indirect effects was
essentially eliminated.
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With this procedure incorporated into the coefficients of table III, it is a very simple matter to interpret
waste product and byproduct production requirements resulting from the application of sti:Enlated bills of goods. One
merely needs to consider the output for each sector and apply
the 1947 proportion of waste products and byproducts to
gross output to aITive at the amounts of ea.ch available during th.. projected period. The base period allocations of
these items can then be used for assistance in determining
wheth9r the supply of these items is consistent w.i.th the
requirements for them. In any event the entire problem becomes a side-calculation which can be simply and yet consistently considered in relation to the output determinations of the analytic model.
The number of waste product a1locations inherent
in t&ble I are too many to present in this appendix. It
may be worthwhile to indicate, however, the amount and specific allocations of byproducts which have been gathered
into the speci.al byproducts column. 'Ibis information will
allow the user either to reconstruct a 1947 table with byproducts included in the allocations or to use the base
period relations for interpreting analytir projections.
The 1947 detail follows:

" 5'7-

Byproduct allocations in the 200-sector tables
Sector mmber
ProdueinglReceivins

Value
(in thousands)

Product

..............................

1

67

Farm hides

5

1

Cottonseed

$7,873
7,874

n
n
n
n
n

3
58
59
225
230

$46,658

2(1]

290,900
601
47,819
Total •••••••••••••• 355,2?~

21

59

59

67
225
30
31
32
44
45
225

1
2

Packers• hides

•
•

"
"
"

Byproduct

cake

"
"

"
"
"

"
"

"

"
"

"

•.

80

81
82

83
87
89
90

Total ••••••••••••••
and meal

"

"
". "

"
"

"

•••••••••••••• 463,530
341
11,175
4,448
24,332
2,607
7,102

"
"

"
•
"

"
"

"Total

"
"
n

"

"
"
• ".
"
Coke oven gas

"

"

"
"

"

"

""

" "
" "
" "
" "
"n "
"
" "
" "

"
"

n

.

"

50,005

124,848
18,159
62,994
247.914
2,374
5,764
14,928

•••••••••••••• 476,981.

Animal oil byproduct feeds

24
55
58
61
225
78
79

Total

Cotton linters

58
215
225

63

•

•

3
24

1

441.,449
22,081

3,348
llo,3l3
"
6,062
"
7,173
"
n
665
3,4??
"
Total.•••••••••••••• 137,038
853
4? .554
851
275
13
811
97

175
117

..._ 58 Byproduct allocations in the 200-sector tau~es--continued
Sector mmber
Produc!n1IReceiving

63

78

91
92
136
168
63
79
80
81
82

83

f!'l

89
90

91
92
136
168
78

64
74
77
210

V.alue
~ in .!'.!too sands )

Product
Coke oven gas-continued

"
"
ff

" "
"
" "
II

Blast furnace

"
"

"
"

"

"
"
"
"

"
"
"

"
"
"It

"
"

"
•"

"

"
"

Total

"
"
"
"
"
"
II

84
82

90
230

11
712
85
153
102
562
231
179

"
"
"

"
Total

••••••••••••••

52,176

•
•.

5~

3,600
2,137

Gold

••••••••••••••

6,400

24,494
13,473
Total

••••••••••••••

37,967

90

Gold ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

24,406

90

Silver

230

84

864
78

Slag

"

$115,059

241

Total
82

··········-···

"'

6,546
41,743
747

gas

"

$640
263
203
63,2C/'/

90
230

"
Sil~r

"

10,865
ll,4<l0
Total

e. e e e e e e. e. el '

22,355

10,865
20,530
Total ••••••••••••••

31.395
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